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THERMODYNAMICANDTRANSPORTPROPERTIESOFFLUIDSAND
SELECTEDSOJ,IDSFORCRYOGENICAPPLICATIONS

SummaryReportof WorkPerfor_nedon
NASAContractsR-06-006-046andW-IZ,745

October31, 1970
by

V. J. JohnsonandD. E. Diller
ABSTRACT

Thereport is a summaryof workdonetraderthe sponsorshipof NASA- Officeof
AdvancedResearchandTechnology(OART)bytheDataCompilationGroupof theCryo-
genicDataCenterfrom DecemberI, 1965to Novemberl, 1970,andbythe experimental
n_easurementsstaff of theCryogenicPropertiesof Fluids Sectionfrom NovemberI, 1966
to Novemberl, 1970. Theactivities andaccomplishmentsfor thedataevaluationand
compilationprogramaresummarizedin thedescriptionof thefollowingtasks:

a) Propertiesof HydrogenandRelatedStudiesIncludingCurveFitting
TechniquesandSurveyofTemperatureScales.

b) ThermodynamicPropertiesof Oxygen.
c) ThermodynamicPropertiesof Argon.
d) Correlationof the ThermodynamicPropertiesof Deuterium.
e) Transport Phenomena in Cryogenic Fluids.

f) Correlation of the Thermodynamic Properties of Helium.

g) Annotated Bibliography on the Properties of Methane.

h) Electrical Resistivity of Metals.

i) Annotated Bibliography on the Properties of Air.

j) Thermal Conductivity of Metals, Alloys, and Non-metallic Solids.

More than 30 publications and reports of significant value were produced for the NASA

Aerospace program, included were tables and large size charts for the thermodynamic

and transport properties of many of the cryogenic fluids such as hydrogen, deuterium,

oxygen and argon. Page size reproductions of a number of the charts are shown. The

time period and level of NASA support of the program is illustrated in conjunction with

associate tasks for other sponsors.

A major experimental measurelnents program for the thermophysical properties

of compressed gaseous and liquid oxygen was also undertaken and completed under the

NASA-OART Sponsorship. Fourteen publications and reports were produced including

NBS Report 9710 on "Thermodynamic and related properties of oxygen from the triple

point to 300 K at pressures to 330 atmospheres," which is the single most significant

and comprehensive publication produced for oxygen and which presented a_n estimated

80_0 of the world's experimental data for the region covered. An experlmental mea-

surements program for the thermodynamic properties of helium was initiated in the

final year of the program as the result of a need for better data. Support is being sought

to complete this task as described in the proposal appended to the report.

Key Words: Bibliographies, Critical EvaluationProgram, Experimental Measurements,

Helium Properties, OxygenProperties, Properties of Fluids, Properties of Solids,

Summary Report, Tabulations, Ther_nodynamic Properties, Transport Properties.
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I. 0 INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the work done under the sponsorship of NASA - Office of

Advanced Research and Technology (OART) by the Data Compilation Group of the Cryo-

genic Data Center from December i, 1965 to November l, 1970, and by the experimental

measurements staff of the Cryogenic Properties of Fluids Section from November i, 1966

to November i, 1970. This represents a continuation of work sponsored by NASA's Space

Nuclear Propulsion Office (Cleveland) and the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

(Huntsville) as described in the "background" information presented in the two sections

of this report. The section Z.0 describes the work done by the Data Compilation Group,

and section 3.0 covers the experimental measurements program of the Properties of

Fluids Section.

I. I Maior Accomplishments

A number of very significant publications have been prepared during this period

of NASA-OART support. The most important of these are for the properties of such

fluids as Oxygen, Argon, and Helium.

The thermophysical properties of Oxygen have been most extensively covered.

Starting with complete bibliographic coverage [10, 26] _ of the world's literature, a thor-

ough evaluation of the thermodynamic property data was done by R. B. Stewart and pub-

lished as a Ph.D. dissertation [26] _. Parallel with and succeeding this effort was one

of the most extensive thermodynamic properties measurements program ever undertaken

for a common fluid. Precise, closely spaced, P-0-T and C measurements from thev

triple point to 350 atmospheres pressure and 300 K for both the liquid and gaseous phases

were made. The data acquired represent nearly 80% of the world's experimental data

for this region and were first made available in NBS Report 9710 June 20, 1968 [I] +

Important subsequent publications of these data are listed in section 3.5, references

[4, 5, 7, 13, 14].

A compilation of the thermodynamic properties of Argon is considered another of

the major tasks completed, although it did not involve an experimental measurements pro-

gram. Again a comprehensive search of the world's literature was made and from this all

significant data were compared and evaluated. A single continuous equation of state was

developed to present the most probable values of pressure, density and temperature(P_0-T)

well within the uncertainty of the experimental data from the triple point to 1000 atmos-

pheres pressure and to 30OK. Tables of derived properties(enthalpy, entropy and internal

Section 2.8

t Section 3. 5



energy) are presented as well as charts for specific heats at constant pressure and at

constant volume. These data are published in the NBS National Standard Reference Data

Series as Monograph Z7 [Z9]*.

Another major accon_plishment was the evaluation and _:ompilation of the thermo-

dynamic properties of Helium. This was an important task from a number of points of

view because of the importance of this fluid to the aerospace program as well as to the

scientific community. The "best values" for the region from Z to 1500 K for pressures

from 0. 1 to 1000 atmospheres for P-p-T, enthalpy, entropy, internal energy, Cp, Cv,

and speed of sound are presented in NBS Report 9762 [51]. Final publication will be

made in the NBS-NSRDS Series. This task has not only made available the best thermo-

dynamic property data for helium-4 but has revealed the regions of greatest uncertainty

of the data and the need for better experimental measurements (see section 2.6 item F

and section 3.6 appendix C).

The progress made on the transport properties of fluids and many of the results

that have been published [39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 49, 50]* are considered a real advance

in the state-of-the-art for analyzing, correlating and compiling data for viscosity,

thermal conductivity and thermal diffusion of the simple gases (helium, hydrogen, neon,

nitrogen, oxygen, argon, krypton, and xenon) in both dilute and dense gas states. This

work is of real and timely value to the areas of heat transfer and fluid flow and also

provides guidelines to experimentalists measuring transport properties. It establishes

levels of precision necessary for data to be useful to evaluators as well as other criteria

for optimum measurement procedures and requirements. (See section Z.6 item E).

1.2 Tasks to be Completed

In a continuing long term program of collecting, extracting, evaluating and com-

piling data on the ther2nophysical properties of fluids and solids essential to the aero-

space and other important industrial and scientific areas many tasks are in progress

at the same time and some will be incomplete at particular tertnination periods. This

is true for both the Cryogenic Data Centerts data compilation program and the experi-

mental measurements program. In this Summary of Work accomplished under the

current 5-year period of NASA-OART support it will be noted that the following tasks

w_re only partially completed:

*Section Z. 8



a) Thermodynamic Properties of Methane. T]_e original plan was to follow the

bibliographic effort with an extensive data evaluation and compilation effort.

This latter phase was not undertaken, however, because of preference for

applying available support to other tasks. (See section Z. 6 item G.) As a

result segments of the task are being done under a variety of sponsorships

for immediate needs. {For example see reference [63]).

b) Thermodynamic Properties of Air. Just as for a) above, this task,when under-

taken, was intended to be a complete evaluation and compilation of the thermo-

dynamic properties of air. However, it too was suspended upon completion

of the bibliography for about the same reason. {See section Z. 6 item I).

c) Transport Properties of Cryogenic Fluids. This is a continuing task for which

sponsorship was transfered to the NBS Office of Standard Reference Data. (See

section Z. 6 item E. )

d) Experimental Program for the Measurement of the Thermodynamic Properties

of Helium. This program was only initiated last year. The time and funds

available have made it possible to complete much of the experimental apparatus

needed and plan the measurement program. Continuing support will be needed,

however, to complete the apparatus and make the measurements. {See sections

3. 1 and 3.5 appendix C.)

2. 0 DATA EVALUATION AND COMPILATION

2. 1 Background

The work on this contract was a continuation of work sponsored through the

SNPO Contract R-45 and the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center at thmtsville (NASA

Order H-76797). The SNPO support was provided from earIy 1961 through November

1965 plus a small amount of continuing support to July 1970. The MSFC support was

from February 1965 to February 1966, slightly overlapping contract R-46. Figure 1

illustrate8 the development of the Cryogenic Data Center's Data Compilation Program

prior to the transfer of support for the program to NASA Headquarters in Washington,

D. C. under the Office of Advanced Research and Technology (OART). Figure 2 shows

the support of the program by NASA-OART from December l, 1965 to November l, 1970.

* NASA Orders R-06-006-046 and W-12,745, hereinafter referred to throughout this

report as NASA Contract R-46.
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The Da_a Con, pilation Unit is engaged in the critical evaluation of therrnophysical

property data from the scientific literature fo_- Inaterials _t cryogenic temperatures. The

obiective is the compilation of extensive tables of property values over _vide ranges of

temperature and pressure. This Unit is a charter participant in the National Standard

Reference Data System which was established in the NBS Institute for Basic Standards in

1963. The Data Compilation Unit has long been recognized as a :_ational authority for

data on the properties of materials at cryogenic temperatures and as a primary center

for the entry of such data into the national system.

Z. 2 The Cryogenic Data Center

The Data Center is organized into two principal units: the Documentation Unit for

operation of a computerized bibliographic service, and the Dafa Compilation Unit for the

_vah, ation and con_pilation of data on the thermopbysical properties of materials at low

temperatures. The bibliographic function has been funded primarily by NBS except for

reimbursenlent for services to the Cryogenics Division's projects, to other government

agencies and to the public. The Documentation Unit's services to the data evaluation and

compilation program have been extensive and essential, since each compilation task is

started with a comprehensive literature search and bibliography.

Z. 3 Data Compilation Procedures

Upon the initiation of tasks for data compilation, a bibliography is prepared by

the Cryogenic Data Center's Documentation Unit. A systematic and comprehensive

search of the abstract journals on the subject is then made and appropriate items added

to the bibliography. Copies of all documents in the bibliography are procured which are

in turn searched for additional references related to the subject. Following the com-

pilation of the bibliography, the numerical data and pertinent facts related to it are ex-

tracted from the literature al, d co*npi[ed on data sheets which are assembled in task

notebooks. Related data are then compared and evaluated on appropriate statistical and

theoretical basis. Using the experiinental data from the literature and appropriate

theoretical and empirical techniques, comprehensive data tables, thermodynamic charts,

and mathematical ftmctions Qver extended ranges of temperature amd pressure are com-

piled.

The task is concluded by the publication of a document which describes the data

evaluation procedures, and the methods used in generating data tables; also included are

comprehensive data tables and appropriate graphical representations. In acLdition to the

fina! publication, varxous interim reports and documents may be issued. These interim



documents include the bibliographies resulting from the literature search, c_mpilations

of the data extracted from the literature which may be prepared from the task notebooks,

and interim tables of property values which may be calculated prior to the final analysis

and evaluation of the data. The purpose of these interim publications is to make this

n_aterial available to the sponsoring agency, prior to the completion of the specific task.

Z.4 Work in Progress at the Besinnin_ of the Contract Period

The following major tasks were in progress when the sponsorship of the Data Com-

pilation program was consolidated under the direction of OART:

Item A): Thermodynamic Properties of Hydrogen

An extensive amount of work had been done under the previous NASA contract

(R-45) which produced a number of publications and thermodynamic charts [I-9]. Only

a limited amount of additional work on hydrogen was proposed for the R-46 contract since

the SNPO planned to continue their support of work on hydrogen properties as a particular

requirement for the NERVA program under contract R-45. This additional work (for

R-46) involved the development of curve fitting techniques for evaluation of thermo-

dynamic data, completion of a study of telnperature scales to allow conversions to the

thermodynamic scale for data from various laboratories, and preparation of some

special Temperature-Entropy charts for liquid parahydrogen (as described in section 2.6,

ite_n A of this report).

Item B): Thermodynamic Properties of Oxygen

The compilation and critical evaluation of existing properties data was well along

at the start of this contract. There remained the final selection of constants for the

equation of state, the preparation of the tables of thermodynamic properties and the con-

struction of the thermodynamic charts based on existing data in the literature, since the

new experimental measurements program (described in section 3.0 of this report) had

not yet been initiated. Later, however, some of the new measurements were used for this

task. (See 2.6 item B for detailed description.)

Item C): Thermodynamic Properties of Argon

This major task was also well advanced. The principal author, A. L. Gosman,

had completed sufficient work for a doctoral dissertation that had just been accepted at

the University of Iowa [14]. Considerable work was yet required (as described in section

Z. 6, item C) to complete the evaluation and compilation of the thermodynamic property

data for an NBS-NSRDS Monograph.



ItemD): ThermodynamicPropertiesof Deuterium

This taskwasbeingcarried onby a guestworker, RolfPrydz, whowascorrelat-
ing and compiling all the available data on the properties of deuterium for a masters the-

sis in the Chemical Engineering Department of the University of Colorado. He was in the

final stages of evaluating the data, preparing a suitable equation of state, compiling the

numerical tables of propert 7 values and having the thermodynamic charts prepared when

the task came under the cognizance of contract R-46. It resulted in a Master of Science

theses [32] and NBS report [33] that are accepted as the best thermodynamic properties

data for deuterium.

Item E): Transport Phenomena in Cryogenic Fluids

The task for compiling the transport properties of the cryogenic fluids was in the

initial phases at the beginning of contract R-46, Dr. H, J, M. Hanley was hired in

June 1965 to undertake this major program area and had made encouraging progress on

the properties for the dilute gases by December 1st when this contract assumed cogniz-

adlc e o

Z. 5 List of Additional Tasks Completed Under Contract R-46

The following five tasks were initiated during the period of this contract and re-

ceived all or most of their support from NASA (R-46).

Item F): Correlation of the Thermodynamic Properties of Helium (in the Liquid and

Vapor Phases from 2 to 1500 K for Pressures to 1000 Atmospheres).

Item G): Annotated Bibliography on the Properties of Methane.

Item H}: Electrical Resistivity of Metals.

Item I): Annotated Bibliography on the Properties of Air.

Iten._: Thermal Conductivity of Metals, Alloys, and Non-metallic Solids.

A detailed description of each task is given under its corresponding item number

in section 2. 6. A chronology bar graph, figure 3, shows the activity periods for all the

tasks:

2. 6 Description of the Tasks

Item A: PROPERTIES OF HYDROGEN AND RELATED STUDIES INCLUDING CURVE

FITTING TECHNIQUES AND SURVEY OF TEMPERATURE SCALES

Principal Evaluators: J. G. Hust and R. D. McCarty.
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Associates: R. B. Stewart and H. M. Roder.

Time period: December 1965" - November 1966, plus iow level of effort _hrough

July 1969 on temperature scales study

Public ations :

Thermodynamic Property Charts of Saturated Liquid Parahydrogen; NBS

Report 9?-63 (Nov. 15, 1966) [2Z].

Fortran Package for Least Squares Curve Fitting and the Solution of

Sin_ultaneous Equations; NBS Report 9Z58 (Oct. 10, 1966) [ZJ]. Also paper

entitled, "Curve-fitting Techniques and Applications to Thermodynamics"

Cryogenics, Vol. 7, No. 4 (August 1967)[24].

A Compilation and Historical Review of Temperature Scale Differences;

Cryogenics, Vol. 9, No. 6 (December 1969) [ZJ].

Sumn_ary:

The task had been active for several years under NASA Contract R-45 and

was continued at a reduced level of effort tlnder that Contract during much of the

period of Contract R-46. As a result, only three studies were pursued: the

development of curve fitting techniques for the evaluation of thermodynamic data;

the completion of a study of temperature scales to allow conversions to the thermo-

dynamic scale for data from various laboratories throughout the world; and the

preparation of six special multicolor temperature-entropy diagrams for the saturated

liquid region in parahydrogen.

Curve Fitting Techniques

Fundamental to the evaluation and intercomparison of thermodynamic and

tra_isport property data, not only for hydrogen but for all of the cryogenic fluids, is

the develop_nent of a suitable equation of state from which a smooth and mathemati-

cally consistent P-V-T surface can be generated. Many mathematical techniques

have been presented in the literature for representing data. The most popular, but

not necessarily the best method, has been the least-squares fitting of data to a par-

ticular function. The solution of the least squares problem, although mathematically

unique, can be programmed in rnany ways. The initial phase of the curve fitting

study was to develop a Fortran package for least squares curve fitting and the solu-

tion of simultaneous equations. This was summarized emd made availah]e in NBS

Report 9Z58 [23].

e Continuation of task previously supported on NA_SA Contract R-45.

I0



Followingthis initial effort, moresophisticatedapplicationsof the least
squaresfitting approachweredeveloped,particularly in themethodo5constraining
the f_metionsto fixedpointssiFnultaneous[yfitting different, but theoreticall5r re-

lated data and in statistically weighting certain data to control their effect on the

shape of the surfaces generated. Several of these techniques are described in Hust

and McCarty's paper [Z4] published in Cryogenics (August 1967). Covered are

subjects such as:

a) Simultaneous Least Squares Determination of a Single Set of Parameters

from Several Types of Property Data.

b) Simultaneous Least Squares neternaination of Several Sets of Parameters

from a Single Set of Property Data.

c) Least Squares with Non-linear Equations.

d) Entropy Discontinuity at the Critical Point Re_zaoved by Constraint.

e) Application to an Equation for the Vapour Pressure of Oxygen and to the

Joule-Thomson Inversion Curve of _qeon.

The study and development of curve fitting techniques is a continuing require-

ment in the correlation and compilation of data; however it has become a_, integral

part of each data compilation task rather than as a separate subtask as was the case

lot" hydrogen.

Review of Temperature Scales

In the intercomparison and analysis of data that are particularly sensitive to

temperature, it is essential that a known temperature base be established for each

data set. Often times this is difficult if not impossible to do unless informa'cion is

available on the temperature scales various experimenters used in reporting their

value s.

Early in 1966 J. G. Hust undertook a fairly extensive survey of temperature

scales used in many of the world's leading laboratories, both currently and histori-

cally. The results of this study were published in Cryogenics (Decelznber 1969) [ZS]

although most of the work was completed by early 1968. Because of the imnqinent

revision and extension of the International Practical Temperature Scale as agreed

to by the International Committee of Weights and Measures at its meeting in 1968,

the publication of Hust's survey was delayed until it could be properly referenced

to the 1968 Practical Temperature Scale (IPTS-68). This study was helpful to many

of the data compilation tasks, particularly the task for evaluation and conlpilation

of thermodynamic properties of helium (Item F).
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Special T-S Charts for Liquid Parahydr_

The need by NAS_ and a number of NASA Contractors (as well as others) for

precise graphical presentation of thermodynarnic data for parahydrogen in the con_-

pressed liquid region near saturation prompted the preparation of six large size

(19" x 30") charts. Because of the dense spacing of constant property lines for both

the P-_-T and derived properties in the region near the saturated liquid line on a

conventional 'r-s diagram, it was necessary to divide the region into six parts. Kven

this !eft the spacing of the constant property lines so close that it was necessary to

have them printed in four colors to iinprove their readability. Figure 4 (reproduced

from NBS Report 9263 [22]) shows the approximate area covered by each of the six

charts. Figure 5 is a redtlced black and white copy of a typical chart. The data

used for plotting the charts were calculated with the aid of computer programs used

in compiling NBS Monograph 94 [2]. The British system of ,mits was used by re-

quest and the temperature range covered was frcrn 29. 16°R to 42.48°R: the density
2

range: 3.0 to 4. 69 lbs/ft-; pressure range: from < 5 to 100 psi; enthalpy -93.0 to

o124.5 Btu/lb; and entropy from 1.47 to 2, 30 Btu/lb-°R. Although the charts have

a very specialized use they have been used extensively.

Item B: THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN

Principal Evaluator: R. B. Stewart

Associates: J. G. Hust an, d R. D. McCarty

fi,ne Period: December 1965':: to September 1967

Public ations :

Doctoral Dissertation, submitted to Mechanical Engineering Department,

University of Iowa. June i966 [26].

Temperature-Entropy Chart for Oxygen (65 to 300 IX; .002 to 340 atm);

NBS-CDC D-56 (1966)[27]. (See figure 6).

Con_pressibility Factor Chart for Oxygen (70 to 300 K; I to 340 atm);

NBS-CDC D-57 (1966)[Z8]. (See figure 7).

Prior l_ublic ations _:

A Bibliography of the Thermophysical Properties of Oxygen at Low Tempera-

tures, NBS Technical Note 137 (February 196Z)[I0].

X_" Continuation of task previously supported on NASA Contract R-45.
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Interim Thermodynamic Properties for Gaseous and Liquid Oxygen at Tem-

peratures from 55 to 300 K and Pressures to 300 arm, NBS Report 7922

(October I, 19631[Iij.

A Vapor Pressure Equation for Oxygen, NBS Report 8753 (February 16,

1965)[12].

Summary:

Interest in determining the best values for the thermodynamic properties of

oxygen from the published literature dates back to the initial NASA sponsorship of

the data compilation program in the Cryogenic Data Center. An exhaustive search

of the world's literature was made and the resultu published in NBS Technical Note

137 in 196Z [I0]. Because of the urgent need for the thermodynamic properties of

oxygen an interim report was prepared in 1963 []I] and widely distributed. This

work revealed the need for a better evaluation of existing data using the best th.:ore-

tical and mathematical techniques as well as the need for better experin_ental data,

Both programs were soon undertaken with the expectation that a rnore thorough

evaluation of the existing data would be completed before it would be possible to obtain

new experimental data. Before the evaluation of the existing data was completed,

however, a considerable amount of the new experimental data became availablu .

As a result, Stewart, in his dissertation on the "Thermodynamic Properties of

Oxygen", was able to use much of the new experin,ental data in the development of

an equation of state aJ1d in the evaluation of other data. Stewart's dissertation thus

made a significant improvement in the quality of oxygen data available for use by

NASA, its contractors and others at an early date.

Another output of the thermodynamic properties of oxygen study was a

Fortran IV program for calculating the thermodynamic property data as presented in

Stewart's dissertation. This was prompted by requests from several NASA contrac-

tors. Several decks of the program have been distributed by the Cryogenic Data

Center and are still widely used in design and process calculations needing oxygen

data in a contintlous functional form.

The vapor pressure of oxygen was also given further study after publication

of Stewart's dissertation. New experimental data from the Leiden Laboratory

* Much of the data that was later presented in NBS Report 9710, (June 1968) by

L. A. Weber. (Reference [I] in section 3. 5).
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(Netherlands) published in 1966 by Muijlwijk, Moussa and van Dijk* lor the region

from the triple point to the normal boiling point 1-Lad a random scatter of an order of

magnitude less than previously available data. As a result Stewart was able to

significantly improve the correlation of the vapor pressure data with the heat capacity

data. Computer programs for making these comparisons and for the development of

an improved vapor pressure equation were prepared. These were subsequently used

by Weber and Goodwin in the evaluation of their new experimental data. (See section

3.0).

No further work has been done in the Cryogenic Data Center on the evaluation

and correlation of the thermodynamic properties of oxygen since September 1967,

although, in future plans, is the task of preparing an NSRDS Monograph based on the

new experimental data measured by Weber and Goodwin correlated with the rest of

the world ws data.

Item C: THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF ARGON

Principal Evaluator: A. L. Gosr_an (Prof. of Mech. Engr. )

Associates: R. D. McCarty (Physicist)

J. G. Hust (Physicist)

R. B. Stewart (Project Mgr. to Sept. 1966)

H. M. Roder (Project Mgr. since Sept. 1966)

Time Period: December 1965 ¢ to November 1968

Public ations :

Thermodynamic Properties of Argon from the Triple Point to 300 K at

Pressures to 1000 Atmospheres; NSRDS-NBS Monograph 27 (March 1969)[Z9].

Temperature-Entropy Chart for Argon (85 - 300 K; .0Z to 1000 atm.);

NBS-CDC D-61 (1969)[30]. (See figure 8).

Compressibility Factor Chart for Argon (90 to 300 K; 0. 5 to 500 atm);

NBS-CDC D-62 (1969)[31]. (See figure 9).

Prior Publications :

A Bibliography of Thermodynamic Properties of Argon from 0 to 300 K;

NBS Technical Note 217 (June 1964)[13].

* Muijlwijk, R. Moussa, M. R., and van Dijk, H., The Vapour Pressure of Liquid

Oxygen, Physica 3_Z, 805-2Z (1966).

t Continuation of task initiated under NASA Contract R-45.
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Ph.D. Dissertation by A. L. Gosman entitled "Thermodynamic I_roperties

of Argon in the Liquid and Gaseous State for Temperatures from the Triple

Point to 300 K with Pressures to I000 Atmospheres", subnaitted to the

University of Iowa, Mechanical Engineering Dept., Iowa City {Aug. 1965)[14].

Summary:

Following the preparation of an extensive bibliography on the thermodynamic

properties of argon [13],A. L. Gosman, who was employed on a full time basis each

sure,her for a number of years, undertook the task of critically evaluating all of the

published data with the objective of producing a comprehensive monograph on the

thermodynamic properties of argon as an item of Standard Reference Data. The

initial phase of the task served as his dissertation submitted to the University of

Iov'a, Mechanical Engineering Department in partial fulfillment for the Doctor of

Philosophy degree that was awarded to him in the fall of 1965 iil4l.

In recent years technical interest in pure argon had greatly accelerated. This

accelerated interest had been evidenced by a demand which had more thml sextupled

ir_ iZ years. United States production had continued to increase from less than

Z00, 000, 000 cubic feet per year in 1953 to almost i, 300,000,000 cubic feet in 1965,

with _bout 80 percent being shipped in liquid form.

In addition, scientific interest in argon had arisen because of its characteris-

tically "ideal" structural makeup. That is, argon is monatomic, with the relatively

uncomplicated interatomic forces being approximated by spherically symmetric,

nonpolar models. Further, the quantum effects on argon are relatively small. Al-

though helium and neon might be considered to be more "ideal" fluids from the

standpoint of simple models, the quantum effects are relatively large for these two

fluids as compared to argon. For these reasons argon was expected to permit a

more direct classical investigation and experimental verification of the theoretical

model predictions.

In view of the increased activity in cryogenic engineering and physics, it was

apparent that a set of consistent thermodynamic properties, over a relatively large

region of the thermodynamic surface, was needed. Although many investigators had

published data for the thermodynamic properties of argon, each tabulation was, in

general, limited to the property range of interest of the specific investigator, and

large gaps in the data existed. In addition, where the ranges of data did overlap,

there was a substantial degree of inconsistency in some instances. For these reasons,

this task was undertaken to make a critical analysis of the thermodynamic properties
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of argon in the cryogenic tenaperature range, including the low temperature-high

density region.

In recent years, much of the technical design and synthesis had been done

with the aid of high speed digital computers. Thus,the need for an amalytical equation

of state had become quite significant when compared with the use of tables and charts

of thermodynamic properties. Many equations of state had been proposed in the

literature, each with its own peculiar strengths and weaknesses. Some of these

equations represented the data in certain regions of the thermodynamic surface, but

were quite inadequate in other regions of the surface. Therefore, the need was

established for a single equation of state which could accurately and consistently re-

present the data for both the liquid and vapor phases with a consistent transition from

the Iow temperature-high density region to the low density region.

In the case of argon, it was difficult to assess the general overall adequacy of

an equation of state in terms of deviations from the experimental P-V-T surface.

Due to the inconsistency of some of the overlapping experimental data sources,

there was no single experimental P-V-T surface which could be used as a

reference. Also, the significance of the deviations was wholly dependent upon the

variable chosen for the comparison and the specific region of the thermodynamic

surface which was being studied. In certain regions of the surface, large pressure

deviations were caused by insignificant density errors, while in other regions the

reverse was true. In general, the equation of state that was deveIoped represents

the different sources of experimental data to within the accuracy uf the data, except

at the higher ternperatares on the coexistence boundary and the critical region

where the deviations are, in a few cases, greater than the accuracy of the data.

As a part of the critical analysis, it was deemed necessary to develop a vapor

pressure equation which would accurately represent the experimental vapor pressure

data from the triple point to the critical point. This vapor pressure equation could

then be used, in conjunction with the equation c,f state, to calculate some of the de-

rived thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy, entropy, etc.

Thus, it was concIuded that a critical a_nalysis of thermcdynamic properties of

argon was to be made for temperatures to about 300 K and for pressures to about

1000 atm wherever the experimental data permitted this pressure range.

The comprehensive search of the literature resulted in a bibliography of about

425 references. The temperatures which were included in this search covered the
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range from 0 to 300 K. In addition to manual-reviewing techniques, tlle data re-

trieval personnel and the computerized search techniques of the Cryogenic Data Cen_er

were utilized. As the task progressed the literature search was continually updated

so that current data were rapidly assimilated.

From this literature search, the most appropriate P-V-T data, vapor pressure

data, coexistence density data, and fixed point data were selected for consideration

and evaluation. In addition, virial coefficient data, Joule-Thomson data, specific

heat data, and information on equations of state were acquired and considered.

This task was pursued, pri_narily during tLe summer _qo_ths, for a period of

over four years. The total expenditure of effort however was only equivale:_t to about

two professional man years (about I-I/4 being on the NASA R-46 contracl), it re-

sulted in the publication of the Cryogenic DivisionTs first Monograph in the National

_cmldard Reference Data Series.

Listed in the monograph are tabular values of density, internal energy, ent}lalpy,

and entropy of liquid and gaseous argon for temperatures from 83.8 to 300 K at

pressures of 0.01 to I000 atmospheres. Diagrsans of specific heats, compressibility

factor, and entropy are included. The properties presented are calculated from an

equation of state which was fitted Lo experimental P-p-T data from the world litera-

ture. Extensive comparisons were made between the equation of state and the ex-

perimental data, and deviation plots are presented. The second virial coefficient

and Joule-Thomson inversion curve were also calculated and comparisons :_ade

with values from other sources. A vapor pressure equation which covers the range

from the triple point to the critical point is also given.

Two thermodynamic property diagrams [30, 31] were prepared for the mono-

graph and are also available as seperate items. Figures 8 and 9 are reduced copies

of these disgrams.

This effort has been widely acclaimed by engineers and physicists alike: the

engineers for the large body of consistent data including the thernlofunctions for

wide ranges of temperature and pressure useful in the design of processes and

equiplrmnt; and the physicists for establishing a state-of-the-art review for such

a vast amount of data that heretofore had not been too well correlated. As

mentioned earlier, argon can serve as a good model for the study of the thermo-

physical properties of gases if consistent, critically evaluated data are available.
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It mightbe interesting to note that soon after the publication of the argon

monograph, the Atmospheric Gases Panel of the IUPAC* Thermodynamic Tables

Project met in the USSR and selected this NBS argon monograph as the primary

basis for an international table on the thermodynamic properties of argon.

Item D: CORRELATION OF THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF DEUTERIUM

Principal Evaluator: Roll Prydz

Associates: R. B. Stewart and K. D. Timmerhaus (Thesis Advisors)

R. D. McCarty and J. G. Hust (Thermodynamic Consultants)

H. M. Roder {Project Manager)

W. ft. Hall (Mathematical Consultant)

Time period: September 1965 to November 1968

Public ation s •

Master of Science Thesis, submitted to the Chemical Engineering Department,

University of Colorado, March 16, 1967 [3Z]; also issued as NBS Report 9276,

April 18, 1967 [33].

Paper F-5 "Thermodynamic Properties of Deuterium", published in Advances

in Cryogenic Engineering (1968)[37].

Temperature-Entropy Chart for Deuterium (20 to I00 K; 0. I to 100 atna)

NBS-CDC D-58 (1967) (See figure I0).

Temperature-Entropy Chart for Deuterium (80 to 300 K; I to 400 arm)

NBS-CDC D-59 (1967) (See figure II).

Compressibility Factor Chart for Deuterium (Z0 to 300 K; 0. Z to 400 atnl)

NBS-CDC D-60 (1967) (see figure IZ).

Summary:

Technical and scientific interest in deuterium arose from the recent use of

deuterium in bubble chambers and its continuing importance in certain experimental

physics studies. Also, as the principal isotope of hydrogen, the evaluation of

deuterium data with the functions and methods used for hydrogen would provide

additional confidence in the work that had been done for NASA on hydrogen. Thus,

it was evident that there was a need for the development of thermodynamic property

tables of deuterium in both the vapor and liquid ranges.

* international Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.
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The task was undertaken by Rolf Prydz as a masters thesis project while he

was studying at the University of Colorado. This task was a cooperative venture

of the NBS Cryogenic Data Center and the University of Colorado Chemical Engineer-

ing Department with R. B. Stewart serving as thesis advisor for Mr. Prydz who

was employed as a guest worker. Initially, NASA Project R-45 supported the

incidental expenses such as for preliminary literature searches and computer usage.

This support was assumed by project R-46 in December 1965.

The primary objective of the task was, therefore, to determine an equation of

state that would represent the available deuterium data in both phases to within the

precision of the experimental data. A vapor-pressure equation that would represent

the data from the triple point to the critical point was also required. Further, com-

parisons with data for second and third virial coefficients, the Joule-Thomson in-

version curve, and latent heat of vaporization with va]ues calculated from the equa-

tion of state with the vapor-pressure equation were also desired. Finally, extensive

tables of thermodynamic properties with tabular values of pressure, temperature,

density, enthalpy, internal energy, and entropy were to be produced.

In order to obtain thermodynamic consistency in pressure, density, and tem-

perature as well as the other derived properties, the equation of state and the vapor-

pressure equation had to be constrained to the same critical point. For this reason,

the slope of the critical isometric of the equation of state at the critical point needed

to be equal to the slope of the vapor-pressure equation at this point. These criteria

then were the basis upon which the task was pursued.

The resulting compilation of the thermodynamic properties of deuterium [32, 33]

provided tabular values of pressure, temperature, density, enthalpy, internal energy,

and entropy, presented for both liquid and gaseous phases for pressures to 400 atm

and temperatures between the triple point and 300 K. These tables are based on the

equation of state and a vapor-pressure equation developed for this fluid. The equa-

tion of state is valid from the triple point to 425 K at pressures up to 400 arm.

Extrapolation to 3000 arm introduces only small deviations from actual P-p-T data.

All the P-p-T data in tbe literature were critically evaluated. Then the equation of

state was fitted to the data by weighted-least-squares. Measured and calculated

density values were compared and deviations were calculated to illustrate the

accuracy with which the equation of state represents the P-p-T surface of deuterium.

Comparisons were also made of virial coefficients, Joule-Thomson inversion curve,
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and latent heat of vaporization with values calculated fronl the equation of state.

]Turther, deviations between the vapor-pressure data _nd the values obtained from

the vapor-pressure equation were detern_ined. Tw(_ tcrnperature-entr(_py charts[34, 351

and a co:npressibility factor chart [36] for deuteriu:rl are included.

This study of all known experimental data for deuterium revealed a number of

defects or inconsistencies in the P-o-T relationships which made it difficult to fit

the data to a smooth surface generated by the equation of state. This is particularly

apparent in the region of the criticaltemperature for the higher pressures. After

Prfdz completed his thesis, Roder and Hall made a concerted effort to remove the

"hump _' in the P-0-T surface by modifying the equation of state but every attempt

worsened the fit in other areas. It was finally concluded that the paucity (especially

between the critical ten_perature and 98 K) and _mcertainty of experimental data in

critical areas were too great to resolve the problem of determining the "best values".

Obviously, without a precise and smoothly continuous equation-of-state, derived

properties such as the specific heats, enthalpy, internal energy and entropy could

not be calculated to a sufficiently small level of uncertainty to adequately correlate

with the small amount of calorin_etric data available. The conclusion was that no

significant improvement could be made in the work that Rolf Prydz had done until

more and better experimental data became available. As a result, the task has been

held in abeyance since 1968. Whenever it becomes apparent that significant improve-

ment can be made in the correlation of the thermodynamic properties of deuterium,

particularly in the critical region, we would like to reactivate the task for preparation

of aJ1 NBS-NSRDS* monograph.

Item E: TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN CRYOGENIC FLUIDS

Principal Evaiuator: H. J. M. Hanley (Physical Chemist)

Associates: G. E. Childs (Physicist)

R. D. McCarty {Consultant)

H. M. Roder {Project Manager)

Associates from other Institutes:

Max Klein (Equation of State Section, NBS-Gaithersburg)

J. V. Sengers {NBS-Gaithersburg and Univ. of Maryland)

E. G. D. Cohen {Rockefeller University)

B. B. Mclnteer {Los Alamos Sci. Lab.)

National Standard Reference Data System.
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Time period: December 1965 to November 1968 _

Public ation s:

Comparison of the Lennard-Jones, Exp: 6 and Kihara Potential Fu:lctions

using Viscosity Data of Dilute Argon., J. Chem. Phys. 4__4, 4Z19 (1966)[38].

The Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity Coefficients of Dilute Argon between

90 and 2000 K., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note No. 333 (Mar 1966) [39].

The Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity of Dilute Nitrogen and Oxygen.,

Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note 350 (Oct 1966)[40].

The Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity of Dilute Neon, Krypton, and Xenon.,

Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note 35Z (Mar 1967)[41].

On the Selection of the Intermolecular Potential Function: Application of

Statistical Mechanical Theory to Experiment., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech.

Note 360 (Nov 1967)[4Z].

The Thermodynamics of Transport Phenomena in Membrane Systems., J.

Chem. Educ. 44__, 717 (1967)[43].

Application of Dilute Gas Transport Property Tables to Real Gases.,

Cryogenics 8, 94 (1968)[44].

On the Selection of the Intermolecular Potential Function: Part 2, From Pair

Properties., Trans. FaradaySoc. 64__ 2927 (1968)[45].

Discrepancies between Viscosity Data for Simple Gases., Science 159,

1114-7 (1968)[46]. A similar paper is published in the Proc. of the 7th

Conference on Thermal Conductivity, Natl. Bur. Standards Special Publication

302, p. 597 (1968).

Density Dependence on Experimental Transport Coefficients of Gases., J.

Chem. Phys. 5__0, 857 (1969)[47].

Dilute Gas Viscosities at Low Temperatures., J. Chem. Phys. 5__0,

4600 (1969)[48].

Selection of the Intermolecular Potential Function: Part 3, From the Isotopic

Thermal Diffusion Factor., J. Chem. Phys. 50_, No. 11, 4765-70 (Jun 1969)[49].

The Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity of Dilute Gaseous Hydrogen between

15 and 5000 K., J. Res. Natl. Bur. Standards 74A____,331 (1970)[50].

Principal period of NASA R-46 sponsorship. (The program has been continued with

both NASA and OSRD support).
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Summary:

The R-46 program was started in December 1965_ and (:onLinued at about a

one and one half man ,rear level of effort until July 1968 and at about one hxlf man

yf_ar since that date, (See figure 3}. Therefore, sople of the results described here

were not directIy produced under R-46 sponsorship. But it is in_portant to stress

that the work done for R-46 was the foundation for all our present results and progress.

The object of the program was to clarify the state-of-the-art of transport proper-

ties of cryogenic fIuids and to provide tabIes, correlations, and predictive techniques

for the trmnsport coefficients.

The initial phase of the progr_.m involved studying the literature, collecting

data and making preliminary evaluations of the theories and correlation procedures

availabte. It was soon realized that much of the data was erroneous and repetitious,

even for simple fluids, and the theoretical status was poor. We deciaed to approach

the program by making a concerted effort to furnish results based on as sotmd a

theoretical and experimental foundation as possible. The program developed into

t_ree main areas, all of which were mutually related.

General Studies

We studied first the theory of dilute gases in some detail. The reasons were

both practical - since the dilute gas forms the basis for all_ transport correlations -

and theoretical, since aknowledge of the dilute gas leads to an understanding of the

intermolecular potential function. The intermolecular potential function is very

important. If it is available for a fluid, one can predict transport properties and

thermodynamic properties for that fluid. Also systematic errors in data can be

checked, axld recommendations on accuracy and range of data can be given to the

experimental worker. We,therefore, spent time and effort working with the function

and obtained useful resuIts [38,4Z,45,49]. We feel we understa_M the function with

respect to the correlation of data. Further, we now bare a reasonable potential

function which is a significant improvement over those previously available, yet is

si_,'qple to apply in practice [58, 60].

To help m our evaluation of data and to develop correlation procedures, we

studied several facets of nonequilibrium processes in fluids such as nonequilibrium

thermodynamics_ statistical mechanics and kinetic theory, and hydrodynamics. The

results were published in references [43, 44,48, 64].

* About one half professional man gear of effort had been expended on this task

under NASA Contract R-45 to initiate tile study.
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Dilute Gas

Tables or correlations were produced for thc viscosity and thermal conductivity

of dilute argon [39], neon, xenon, and krypton [41], oxygen and nitrogen [40],

helium [56], and hydrogen [50]. Our most significant result, however, was that we

detected serious discrepancies in experimental dilute gas viscosities at tempera-

tures above room temperatures [46, 59]. The data quoted in the standard reference

literature were incorrect. This led to serious errors in experimental and theore-

tical work. We suggested new values for the viscosities and have collaborated

closely with experimental workers to resolve this problem. At present new tables

for dilute gas transport properties are in preparation.

Dense Gas and Liquid

We have carefully investigated the theories and correlation procedures avail-

able to represent transport properties in the dense fluid. Rigorous theory cannot

be used, so one has to turn to a semi-empirical technique. Accordingly, for about

two years, we have studied in depth the Enskog theory. Results will soon be pub-

lished. We have also studied the qualitative features of the experimental data [57].

An interesting investigation started under the R-46 program was our study of

the transport first density corrections -- the nonequilibrium analogues of the

equilibrium virial coefficients in the equation of state. Theoretical developments

since about 1966 suggested that the expansion of transport coefficients in powers of

density was, unlike the equation of state virial expansion, very complicated in

principle. Doubts were introduced on the whole concept of kinetic theory as used

previously and these doubts affected the correlation of data (for instance, the

correlation of PVT data would be seriously hampered if we could not use the virial

expansion). We investigated the transport density expansion and published results

for the first density corrections [47]. Work in this area is now continuing under

OSRD* sponsorship.

Conclusion

Overall, we feel that our program has progressed strongly and authorative

practical results are now possible. We hope we have cleared up much of the con-

fusion that existed in both theory and experiment. The potential fLmction proposed

should be very useful. We now know the qualitative features of transport coefficients

over a very wide range of experimental conditions and can represent and predict them,

even though we have to use semi-empirical techniques. We are very pleased with the

* NBS-Office of Standard Reference Data.
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extensive collaborations _vith other workers from NBS, government agencies, univer-

sities and industry which have develope:l aJong with our progress.

item F: COt_RELATION OF THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF HELIUM

Principal Evaluator: R. D. McCarty

Associates: R, B. Stewart (Project Mgr. Dec. 65- Sept. 66)

H. M. Roder (Project Mgr. since Sept, 66)

L. A. Hall (Literature Analyst)

"Fin_e period: Decelnber 1965 - November 1967 and Noven_ber 1968 to present.

Public ations :

Provisional Thermodynamic Functions for Helium 4 for TeFnperatures fron_

Z to 1500 K with Pressures to I00 MN/*n Z (I000 atmospheres); NBS Report

976Z (Aug. i, 1970)[511.

NBS-NSRDS Monograph (in preparation)

Summary:

This task was tlndertaken by R. D. McCarty at the beginning of the NASA-OART

R-46 program for data conlpilation. The task was pursued at about a one and one-

half professional man level of effort except for a one year period fron_ Novelnber

1967 to November 1968 when it was inactive. Many of the results of this study are

yet unpublished, but this task under the N_SA R-46 sponsorship has laid the gromnd-

work {or many future publlcations, has established areas where need for better

experimental measureInents exists, and has provided an extensive compilation of

critic ally evaluated the rmodynamic data.

The object of the program was to study the thermodynamic data available in

the world's literature and produce tables of best consistent thermodynamic properties

on the basis of these data. This objective was accomplished and the results published

in the form of NBS report 976Z [51]. During the course of preparing NBS Report

976Z many important intermediate results were achieved. Three of the n_ost

irnporta_t of these intermediate results merit further conlment.

Need for New Experimental Measurements

Early in the preliminary analysis of the existing experimental data, two things

became apparent. First, a great deal of experimental measurements of the properties

of heliurnhave been _%ade through the years, and second, more measurements of

greater accuracy and scope need to be made, at least in specific ranges of pressure
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and temperature. Before a completely satisfactory thermodynamic correlation can

be accomplished it is essential that additional P-V-T, specific heat, and the velocity

of sound measurements be made over the temperature range of Z to 70 K for

pressures from .01 to at least 350 atmospheres. The reasons such an experimental

program is needed are many, but primarily it is needed because the accuracy of the

most important set of data which does exist in this region is in serious doubt and

these data do not cover a large enough range of temperature and pressure. In the

case of helium it is extremely important to have data from a single source covering

as large a range of temperature and pressure as possible. As a result of this study

we strongl 7 recommend that an experimental measurement program be undertaken

at an early date to provide the range and accuracy of data needed to reduce the

present uncertainties and establish a design confidence for this most important

region. (See appendix C in section 3. 6 for a proposal by D. E. Diller to measure

the thermodynamic properties of compressed gases and liquid helium.)

The Temperature Scale at Helium Temperatures

The analysis of the helium experimental thermodynamic data led to two

important conclusions. First, for helium experiments, the measurement of tempera-

ture should be at least a factor of 70 better than for similar oxygen experiments.

One can understand this by comparing the temperature span between the normal

boiling point and the critical point for the two fluids.

Second, (until 1968) the absence of an agreed upon IPTS below the oxygen point

has led to so many different ways to measure temperature that it is difficult to com-

pare experimental data of multiple source on an equal basis, indeed, it is very pro-

bable that the disagreement in the experimental data for helium is due to inconsistency

in temperature scales.

Second Virial Coefficient

A very exhaustive study of the second virial coefficient for helium was made

in conjunction with the more general thermodynamic properties correlation. This

study has resulted in a knowledge of the second virial coefficient of helium to a

greater degree of accuracy and over a larger temperature range than for any other

fluid. The details of this study will be published at a future date.

Conclusion

Overall we feel that our helium program has been, and will continue to be for

some time in the future, of great benefit to all concerned. We have clarified many

of the questions surrounding the existing body of experimental data and pointed the

way for future experiments.
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ItemG: ANNOTATEDI?IBLIOGRAPHYFORTHEPROPERTIESOFMETHANE

PriJzcipalEvaluator: L. A. Hall (Chemist)

Associate:H. M. Roder(ProjectManager)

Time period: April 1966to March1968.

Publication:
A Bibliographyof ThermophysicalPropertiesof Methanefrom 0 to 300K.
NBSTechnicalNote367(May1968)[5Z]

Summary:
This taskwaspursuedona part timebasisovera periodof nearl_twoyears

requiringatotal effort of approximatelyone-halfprofessionalmanyear. The
resultingbibliographyis oneof themostcomprehensiveclassificationandlisting
of referencesonthe propertiesof methaneat low temperatureseverproduced.

TheCr:rogenicDataCenterhadbeenmonitoringtheliterature andcollecting
doc_tmentsfor nearlynineyears*beforethis taskwasstarted. To start this task,
amechanizedsearchof theCDCstorageandretrieval systemwasmade. There-
suitingdocumentswereprocuredandreviewed,includingthereferencescited in
eachdocument.Anyreferencesthathadnotappearedin theCDCbibliographywere
orderedandalsoreviewed. Since,in additionto thecontinuoussearchingof mostof
thecurrentpublishedliterature,theCDCstaff alsoreviewsmanyabstractjournals,
retrospectivelyaswell asona 4urrentbasis,andthegovernmentreport literature,
proceedingsof meetings,thesisanddissertations,somecompanyreports, andbooks,
the[iterature searchingfor this taskwasconsideredto beexhaustive.

Eachreferencewascarefully reviewedandthefollowingitemsparticularly
notedfor thefinal bibliography:

1. Author(s)
Z. Title (original language)andtranslatedtitle, if original is in a language

otherthanEnglish.
3. Reference(If thesamearticle is publishedin morethanoneplace, each

referenceis cited.)

* Theinitial interest startedwith thepreparationof theCompendiumof Properties
of Materialsat Low Temperaturespublishedin 1960[65].
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4. Properties studied for n_ethane, state of substance, temperature and

pressure ranges as available.

5. Designation as to primary character of article.

a. experimental

b. theoretical

c. compilation

d. correlation

e. reference book

6. Form in which data are reported.

a. tabular - tables (number of values)

b. graphical

c. equations

d. apparatus, if described or illustrated

The collection was then alphabetized by first author and indexed according to proper-

ties with sub-indexes for the state of the substances; i.e., solid, liquid, gas up to

ZOO K, and gas above ZOO K. Also following each citation number in the index.an

indication was provided to indicate the type of data such as experimental, theoretical,

compilation, correlation, calculation or whether it was a review, discussion or

reference work. The following is a list of the properties covered:

1. density, P-V-T data, compressibility factor

Z. equation of state, virial coefficients

3. ideal gas property (rotational heat capacities)

4. expansivity and compressibility

5. vapor pressure

6. melting pressure

7. latent heats

8. fixed points (solid transitions, triple point, normal boiling points,

critical point)

9. specific heat

10. velocity of sound

11. Joule-Thomson coefficients, inversion curve

1Z. entropy, enthalpy, internal energy, fugacity, Gibbs function,

Helmholtz function

13. thermal conductivity

14. viscosity

15. Prandtl number

16. self-diffusion coefficient
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17. surfacetension
18. dielectric constant,Clausius-Mossottifunction
19. refractive index
Z0. lattice characteristics(crystal structure, Debyetemperature)
21. correspondingstates
2Z. intermolecular potential

23. documents not appearing in the properties index.

The final bibliography contains 660 references, each annotated to indicate the

range and type of pertinent data at a glance. It was issued as an NBS Technical

Note in May 1968 and has been widely distributed, undoubtedly because of the

rising interest ip liquid methane and Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) for use as

a propellant and aircraft fuel.

In the normal course of collecting and reviewing literature on properties of

materials, it is the standard practice of the Cryogenic Data Center to extract

and assemble pertinent data in task notebooks. Much of this was done for the

Properties of Methane task during the course of preparing the bibliography. As a

result it will be possible to progress rapidly on the evaluation and correlation of the

properties of methane whenever this task is reactivated. (The correlation and com-

pilation of the data was to be phase II of this task after completion of the bibliography

but was suspended in favor of other tasks).

This bibliographic effort did provide a basis for judgement as to the areas most

in need of better experimental measurements [62]. As a result, a modest project in

the Cryogenic Properties of Fluids Section has been undertaken to make P-V-T and

specific heat measurements under sponsorship of the American Gas Association.

The availability of better data will make it possible to critically evaluate and com-

pile better and more extensive tables, charts, and thermofunctions whenever it is

possible to reactivate this task.

Item H: ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF METALS

Principal Evaluator: L. A. Hall (Chemist)

Associate: F. E. E. Germann (Physical Chemist)

H. M. Roder (Project Manager)

Time Period: July 1966 to April 1970
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Public ations :

Survey of Electrical Resistivity Measurements on 16 Pure Metals in the

Temperature Range 0 to 273 K; NBS Technical Note 365 (February 1968)[53].

Survey of Electrical Resistivity Measurements on 8 Additional Pure Metals

in the Temperature Range 0 to Z73 K; NBS Technical Note 365-I (August 1970)[54].

Summary:

In December 1961, the Cryogenic Data Center completed a compendium of the

properties of materials at low temperatures {phase II) [ 66] which included a section

on the electrical resistivity of 53 metallic elements. In the succeeding years the

Data Center continued to collect the literature in this area and by July of 1966 quite a

large number of papers giving new experimental data had been acquired. The task

of evaluating the new data and correlating it with that of the earher publication was

then initiated, in this initial effort the evaluation of electxical resistivity data was

limited to the following 16 elements:

aluminum magnesium

beryllium molybdenum

cobalt nickel

copper niobium

gold platinum

indium siIver

iron tantalum

lead tin

The experinlental data in the literature were presented in many ways. Many pre-

sented results of straight-forward temperature-dependent resistivity measurmnents

on wires or rods of high-purity metals. Some dealt with the effects of irradiation,

plastic deformation, magnetic fields, and alloying on resistivity, while others showed

the variation in resistivity due to unusual shape of the sarnple, e. g., whiskers or

thin films. In the more recent literature, superconductivity was also studied ex-

tensively. Because the amotmt of literature in this field was so large, the survey

was restricted to the temperature-dependent resistivity measurements on very pure

metals.

A standard format was adopted for presenting the electrical resistivity data

and associated documentation for each metal. It consisted of listing a bibliography

of the source literature from which data were selected, then listing all other refer-

ences found. Concise comments were then compiled from the review and evaluation

of the data. All of the selected data were listed in tabular form and from all this a
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grap'_-ica[ presentation of electrical resistivity ratios was made For _ sample

graph see figure 13 which is for the electrical resistivltv ra'_io of Aluminum as pre-

sented on page Z0 of reference [53]. A separate group of data sheets was prepared

for each metal. The aim was to present for the experimentalist a complete picture

cf what data were already available so that he could plan his work in such a w_anner

as to fill in "gaps" in existing data or to check or "reinforce" existing measurements.

Likewise, for the engineer, the aim was to present a method of predicting the elec-

trical behavior of a metallic specimen of known purity.

A general discussion of the electrical resistivity of relatively pure metals at

low temperatures was prepared for the user to obtain the maximum benefit from the

data presented. For example, according to Matthiessen's rule the total resistivity

is derived from a temperature dependent contribution and from a temperature in-

dependent contribution. The first is often referred to as th,: ideal resistivity and the

latter as the intrinsic resistivity. Extensive data on the ideal resistivity of metals

had been compiled by G. T. Meaden¢. Each graph presents these ideal rcsistivities

making it easier to see the effect of the intrinsic resistivity on the total resistivity

plotted for each set of experimental values. This method of analysis also provides

a means by which the purity of a metal can be estimated. By measuring the residual

resistivity at 4.2 K, finding its position on the graph, and referring to the comments

section to find statements of purity for curves in the same :region of the graph, a

fair estimate of probable impurity can be made.

The second phase of this task covered the collection, evaluation, and compila-

tion of the electrical resistivity data on 8 additional metallic elements. These were:

cadmium tungsten

chromium vanadium

mang_ulese zinc

titanium zirconium

The same format was used for presenting the data as in the initial phase of the

task, i.e., listing the source literature and other references, discussing the experi-

mental data, presenting tables of selected data and finally the preparation of a graph

on the electrical resistivity ratios for the relevant data.

The issuance of the second technical note [54] conlpleted this task for the pre-

sent time. When there is sufficient need and available data for evaluating the elec-

trical resistivity of additional metals, consideration will be given to the continuation

of this effort.

_ Electrical Resistance of Metals by G. T. Meaden, Plenum Press, New York, 1965.
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Item I: ANNOTATEDBIDI_IOGRAPHYOFTHEPROPERTIESOF AIR

Principal Evaluator: b. A. Hall (Chen_ist)

Associate: H. M. Roder (Project Manager)

Time Period: March 1967 to July 1969

Publication:

A Bibliography of Thermophysical Properties of Air from 0 to 300 I_,

NBS Technical Note 383 (October 1969)[55].

Summary:

This task was pursued on a part-time basis for a period of over two years with

a total effort of about Z/3 of a professional man year expended. The obiect was to

assemble a comprehensive annotated bibliography c_n all of the ther._nc, phwslca! pro-

p_.rtie_ of air below room temperat,lre Co the lowest tempera|ures for ,vhich data

were reported.

The collection of documents for air began over eight years prior to the forma!

initiation of this task in conjunction with the data compilation presented in the

"Con_pendium." [65]. The initial literature search was conducted by the use of var-

iour abstracting journals, in particular Chemical Abstracts. Copies of the articles

were obtained at that time and reviewed for useful data. Since the time of the

',Compendiumts '' publication, the Compilation Unit of the Cryogenic Data Center has

actively acquired all articles dealing with the thermophysical properties of air at

cryogenic temperatures. These articles were entered into the Storage and Retrieval

System together with all the other cryogenically oriented documents that have come to

our attention by a systematic scanning of the primary journals, and secondary pub-

lications such as Chemical Abstracts, Physics Abstracts, NASA STAR, Nuclear

Science Abstracts, DDC TAB, and International Aerospace Abstracts. A computer

search of the Storage and Retrieval System was the initial source of references for

this task. All pertinent docurnents from the references listed in th£s search were

reviewed and coded. In addition, other articles, which were referenced in these

documents, were also obtained, reviewed, and coded. A final Chemical Abstracts

se.%rch was conducted back to 1907 _o bring to our attention any articles which might

have been previously overlooked. (Sevetlty articles written before 1900, not already

in our files, were not ordered because these were believed to be of historical interest

only. )
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A total of 608articles werecollectedandselectedfor theformal bibliography.
Thirteenof thesewerefor oxygen-nitrogenmixtureswhichpresentedpropertyvalues
in temperaturerangeswhereexperimentaldataonair weremissing. In addition a

group of Z8 documents dealing with thermophysical properties of air at extremely

high temperatures (>I000 K) were also referenced, but separately. These docu-

ments came to our attention during the literature search, but because of the high

temperature range, they were not included in the main body of the bibliography or

indexed. In reviewing the literature each article was classified according to the type

of data presented such as experimental, theoretical, compilation, correlation, cal-

culations or whether it was a review, discussion or reference work. The state of

the substance such as solid, liquid, gas up to 200 K and gas above 200 K,was indicated.

This provided the basis for indexing in the published bibliography. The format used

for preparing the citations for the bibliography was as follows:

1. author(s)

2. title (original language) and translated title, if original is in a

language other than English

3. reference (if the same article is published in more than one place,

each reference is cited)

4. properties studied for air, state of substance, temperature and

pressure ranges as available

5. designation as to primary character of article

a. experimental

b. theoretical

c. compilation

d. correlation

e. reference book

6. form in which data are reported

a. tabular - tables (number of values)

b. graphical

c. equations

d. apparatus, if described or illustrated

The citations were arranged alphabetically by first author and numbered.

Only information from the article which concerns the properties of air was noted.

The temperature and pressure ranges were omitted on references for the critical

points and normal boiling points only. Also in many cases the pressures were not

stated in the article. This is most often the case in the study of properties near

atmospheric pressure that are essentially temperature-dependent only.
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The following properties were cc.vered:

i. density, P-V-T data, conaFress_bility factor

Z. equation of state, virial coefficients

3. expansivity and compressibility

4. vapor pressure (dew point pressure, bubble point pressure)

5. melting pressure

6. latent heats

7. Solid-solid phase transition, melting range, boiling temperatures,

critical points, (plait point, point of contact)

specific heat

velocity of sound

Joule-Thomson coefficients, inversion curve

entropy, enthalpy, internal energy, Gibbs function, Helmholtz function

thermal conductivity

viscosity

Pr andtl number

diffusion coefficient

surface tension

dielectric constant

refractive index

corresponding states

intermolecular potential

8.

9.

I0.

ii

IZ.

13.

!4.

15.

16.

iV.

IS.

19.

ZO.

ZI. documents not appearing in the properties index

Yhe bibliography was published in October 1969 as an NBS Technical Note [55]

and has been quite widely distributed by the U. S. Government Printing Office, the

Clearinghouse_, and the Cryogenic Data Center. It is the most comprehensive bib-

liography on the properties of air at low temperatures in existence and can serve as

a basis for the evaluation auld compilation of thermophysical property data. It can

also serve as a basis for determining areas in which more or better experimental

measurements are needed; however, critical evaluation of the data is the best means

of determining what experimental measurements are most needed.

As in the case of previous tasks for the preparation of bibliographies (such as

for oxygen, argon, and methane) much of the data were extracted from the literature

as it was reviewed and assembled into task notebooks. Although this task was sus-

pended with the completion of the formal bibliography, the next phase of the task (i. e. ,

the critical evaluation and compilation of the thermal and tra_nsport properties) could

easily be initiated.

a: Now the Department of Conlmerce, National Technical Information Service,

Operations Division, Springfield, Va. Z2151.
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Item__._.__J:THERMALCONDUCTIVITYOFMETALS,ALLOYSANDNON-METALLICSOLIDS

Principal Evaluator: G. E. Childs (Physicist)

Associate: R. L. Powell (Supervisory Physicist)

Time Period: November 1967 to November 1969"

Public ation:

Thermal Conductivity of Technically Important Solids at Cryogenic

Temperatures, G. E. Childs and R. L. Powell, NBS Monograph (in

manuscript form).

Summary:

This task was initiated in response to a wide-spread need for low temperature

data on the thermal conductivity of metals and alloys at low temperatures. NBS

Circular 556 by R. L. Powell and W. A. Blanpied issued in 1954 on this subject

was the most recent compilation available but had been out of print and the supply

exhausted for several years even though 5000 copies had been printed. Furthermore

the circular was out-of-date because of the many new measurements that had been

made since 1954, particularly below 1 K and on new materials such as sen]iconductors.

Thus a new review of the thermal conductivity literature was needed to incorporate

the great amount of theoretical and experimental information published in the interim.

In March 1967 some NBS reserve funds became available to start this task.

The Data Center staff were thus able to do much of the initial literature searching,

procure documents not already on hand, and start reviewing pertinent literature.

These funds for initiating this task expired at the end of June. However, NASA

accepted the sponsorship of the task with Amendment No. 2 to the R-46 contract

effective November I, 1967.

Gregg Childs, under the supervision of R. L. Powell, began work on this task

as soon as it became active. Both Childs and Powell realized that the amount of

experimental data on the thermal conductivity of materials below 300 K was rather

overwhelming. The objective was to compile, review, and critically evaluate all

of the experimental data, plot the best and most meaningful data on graphs, and

tabulate all of the sources of information. It was felt that to make the final result

of greatest value to all scientists and engineers, much effort should also be put into

a theoretical discussion of thermal conductivity below room temperature.

* Period of NASA R-46 Sponsorship.
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The bibliography of NBS Circular 556 contained 197 references, which was the

total nun_ber of critically evaluated papers prior to 1954 that contained experimental

thermal conductivity data. In beginning this project, IZ00 papers were ordered that

were felt to contain pertinent data and information. The papers came from the open

literature, (the U. S., Britain, Australia, Canada, Russia, Germany, Czechoslovakia,

Poland, Italy, etc.) from company reports, and conference papers. The critical

evaluation portion would be significant, because it was felt that the reader would not

want to see a compilation containing all the experimental data. For example, on

copper the reader would be interested only in data that were original, unique, or

s ignific ant.

The papers on hmld were critically evaluated and a systematic approach to

drawing the graphs and preparing the tables began. Log-log graphs were used be-

cause of their best representation of the data; te_nperatul'e ranges were to be 4 to

300 K, 1 to 10 K, and 0.01 to 1 K. Graphs were to be made with a small enough

grid so that the reader could read the values to within the experimental error.

Tables would accompany each graph for quick reference; they would include the

source of the material, its analysis, remarks thought pertinent by both the experi-

mentalists and the authors, and the papers that may have quoted only one value or

may be of some special significance, experimental or theoretical, to the thermal

conductivity of that material.

The theoretical portion of the project developed into the greatest complement

for a review of this type. The authors felt that to include an experimental and

theoretical review of each of the papers would be very useful to the field of thermal

conductivity. Thus, each paper was coded for experimental characteristics and

theoretical discussion. The experimental characteristics include the general

methods, types of samples, types of heaters and thermometers and shields, calibra-

tions of thermometers, and estimated inaccuracy; this should be of great use to the

user so that he can evaluate the significance of the data without having to look up all

of the references. The theoretical coding includes authors that are pertinent for

that table; it includes the types of electron-phonon, electron-imperfection, electron-

miscellaneous, phonon-phonon, phonon-imperfection, phonon-electron interactions,

miscellaneous carriers, and other properties such as electrical resistance, Lorenz

ratio, specific heat, etc. All of this coding is also included on the tables with each

reference; thus a reader can tell what are the significant effects on the thermal con-

ductivity of a particular material.
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The output, in written forln now, is nearly ready to be printed. Its final struc-

ture is subdivided into the thermal conductivity of several different groups: elements,

alloys, semiconductors and semimetals, ionic and valence crystals, disordered

dielectrics, and compound crystals. A special section includes experimental and

theoretical work below I K, including graphs and tables. An additional section,

before the complete list of references, presents a thorough discussion of the

coding, which is essentially a comprehensive review of thermal conductivity.

There are nearly 600 references used in the document. If an original author

discussed essentially the same material in several different sources, we referenced

only the one source that would be most accessible. The number of graphs presented

total 130.

The funding for two years from contract R-46 greatly advanced the task and

made it possible to produce more than just a review of the experimental work on

thermal conductivity below room temperature. The resulting monograph is essen-

tially a reference handbook providing a rather complete understanding of thermal

c ond uc tivity.

Z. 7 In Conclusion

The foregoing has been a review of 10 major tasks related to the evaluation

and compilation of thermophysical property data for industrially important materials

at low temperatures which have derived their major support from NASA Contract

R-46 for the period from December I, 1965 to November l, 1970. Nearly 500 KS

has been expended on this program from which more than 30 publications and reports

of a significant nature have been produced. Anumber of these have been major con-

tributions to NASA's aerospace program and have been widely used throughout the

NASA organization and by its contractors. But this is only a part of the benefits

derived from this program. Of almost equal value have been the consulting ser-

vices this program has enabled the NBS to provide to NASA and its contractors.

The ready reference material that the conduct of these several tasks has provided

has made it possible for the Cryogenic Data Center staff to lurnish awide variety of

reliable information to important missions on short notice.

The NASA R-46 sponsorship of the Cryogenic Data Center's data compilation

program has made possible a number of other valuable contributions not directly
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covered_nthetasksdescribed. For c_-arnple,in late 1967a n_irnberof agencies
(suchastheCompressedGasA_soc]ation,the Stateof California, Divisio._of
WeightsandMeasures,andtheDirectoratefor Air ForceAerospacefuels)appealed
to usfor a standardsetof valuesfor the saturatedliquid d_nsitiesof oxygen,
nitrogen, argon, andparahydrogen.Theseproductswerebeingwidelydistributed
to governmentandcommercialusers in largequantitiesyetnostaJ_dardset of
valueswasbeingusedasa basisfor measurementandbilling. A standardset
of val_eswaspreparedbythL• CryogenicDataCenterstaff andissuedin January
1968in NBSTechnicalNote361[611.;:'TheStateof Californiaadoptedthesevalues
i!_its code,theCompressedGasAssociationacceptedthemastheapprovedvalues
for its pharIlpletP-6 andmostgovernmentagenciesandproducersof theseliquefied
gasesusethesedatawhichwereder,vedfrom completedor currentdatacov_ipilat]on
taskslargely supportedbytheNASAR-4_andR-46contracls.

TheNationalB,reauof StandardsandtheCryogenicDataCenterstaffhave
beenextremelypleasedwith the typeof sponsors}_iptheNASAOfficeof Advanced
ResearchandTechnology(OART)has providedthroughthetenureof theR-46
contract. Thelongrangegoalof thedatacompilationstaff is to producesta:_dard
referencedatawithin theframeworkof theNatio_LalStandardR_ferenceData

System. It _sgratifyingthat thesponsor:_hiphasfully subscribedto this plan
andtheprocedurefor producingqualitydata. It wasalsopleasingto theauthorsof
thereport,descrlbedit, Iten_A {sectiong.6}onthepreparationof theThcrmc)dynan'_1<
PropertyChartsof SaturatedLiquid ParaBydrogen[ZZIto haveit selectedasa
TechnologyUtilizationitem,t thusgivingthemadditionalrecognitio,_for tkelr work

Ao

lo

_o

4.

Z. 8 Publications and Reports

Documents related to work in progress at the initiation of NA_A Contract R-46:

Hust, J. G., Stewart, R. B., A Compilation of the Property Differences of

Ortl-o and Para Hydrogen or Mixtures of Ortho and Para Hydrogen. , Natl.

Bur. Standards, Boulder Labs., Rept. No. 881Z {May 1965).

Roder, H. M., Weber, L. A., Goodwin, R. I)., Thermodynamic and Related

Properties of Parahydrogen fron_ th*_ T1-iple Point to i00 K at Pressure, s to

340 Atmospheres., Natl. Bur. Standards Monograph 94 (Aug 1965).

Corruccini, R. J., Surface Tensions of Nor_nal and Para Hydrogen., Natl.

Bur. Standards 'rech. Note No. 322 {Aug 19(;5).

Corrucc]ni, R. ,I., Refractive Index and Dispersion of Liquid Hydrogen.,

Natl. l_ur. Standards Tech. Note No. 3Z3 (Sep 1965).

Lk[so See Appendix D, page 73

See Appendix E, page 75
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5. MoCarty,R. D., ThermodynamicPropertiesof Liquid-VaporPazahydrogen
andLiquid-VaporOxygen.,Natl. Bur. Standards,BoulderLabs., Rept.
No. 8883(Sep1965).

6. Hust, J. G., Stewart,R. B., ThermodynamicPropertyComputationsfor
SystemsAnalysis., ASHRAEJournalVol. 8, No. Z, 64-68(Feb1966).

7. Boyd,M. E., Larsen, S. Y., Qua_utumMechanicalCalculationsof theSecond
Virial Coefficientsfor Hydrogen.,Natl. Bur. StandardsTech. Note412
(Apr 1967).

8. McCarty, R. D., Weekley,R. D., Temperature-EntropyChartfor Pars-
hydrogen.,Natl. Bur. Standards,CryogenicLab., ThermodynamicChart
D-Z0 (1965).

9. McCarty, R. D., Weekley, R. D., Enthalpy-Entropy Chart for Parahydrogen.,

Natl. Bur. Standards, Cryogenic Lab., Thermodynamic Chart D-22 (1965).

I0. Hust, J. G., Wallace, L. D., Crim, J. A., Hall, L. A., Stewart, R. B.,

A Bibliography of the Thermophysical Properties of Oxygen at Low Tempera-

tures., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note 137 (Feb 1962).

Ii. Stewart, R. B., Hust, J. G., McCarty, R. D., Interi_n Thermodynamic

Properties for Gaseous and Liquid Oxygen at Temperatures from 55 to 300 K

and Pressures to 300 Atm., Natl. Bur. Standards Rept. No. 7922 (Oct 1963).

12. Hust, J. G.L Stewart, R. B., A Vapor Pressure Equation for Oxygen.,

Natl. Bur. Standards Rept. No. 8753 (Feb 1965).

13. Hall, L. A., ttust, J. G., Gosman, A. L., A Bibliography of Thermophysical

Properties of Argon from 0 to 300 K., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note

No. 217 (Jtm 1964).

14. Gosma.n, A. L., Thermodynamic Properties of Argon in the Liquid and

Gaseous State for Temperatures from the Triple Point to 300 K with Pressures

to 1000 Atmospheres., Iowa Univ., Iowa City, Ph.D. Thesis (Aug 1965).

15. Johnson, V. J., Stewart, R. B., Olien, N. A., First Quarterly Progress

Report on Cryogenic Data Center Activities for the Period Ending March 31,

1965., Natl. Bur. Standards Rept. No. 8788 (Mar 1965).

16. Johnson, V. J., Stewart, R. B., Olien, N. A., Second Quarterly Progress

Report on Cryogenic Data Center Activities for the Period Ending June 30,

1965., Natl. Bur. Standards Rept. No. 8838 (Jun 1965).

17. Johnson, V. J., Stewart, R. B., Olien, N.

Report on Cryogenic Data Center Activities

30, 1965., Natl. Bur. Standards Rept. No.

A., The Third Quarterly Progress

for the Period Ending September

9105 (Sep i965).

18. Johnson, V. J., Stewart, R. B., Olien, N.

Report on Cryogenic Data Center Activities

31, 1965., Natl. Bur. Standards Rept. No.

A., Fourth Quarterly Progress

for the Period Ending December

9156 (Dec 1965).

19. Johnson, V. J., Stewart, R. B., Olicn, N.

on Cryogenic Data Center Activities for the

30, 1966., Natl. Bur. Standards Rept. No.

A., Semi-annual Progress Report

Period of January 1 Through June

9254 (Jtm 1966).
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Z0.

Z1.

Johnson,V. J., Olien, N. A., Roder, H. M., Semi..annuaiProgressReport
onCryogenicDataCenterActivities for thePeriodof July1 throughDecember
31, 1966.,Natl. Bur. StandardsRept.9271(Dec1966)

Stewart,R. B., Hust, J. G., Hanley,H. J. M., McCarty, R. D., Hall, L. A.,
Childs, G. E., Germann,F. E. E., Gosman,A. L., Johnson,V. J.,
CryogenicPropellantFluid Properties;Final Reportfor DataEvaIuation
ProgramonGovernmentOrderH-76797.,Natl. Bur. StandardsRept.No.
9198(Feb1966).

B. Publications and reports resulting directly from NASA Contract R-46

Sponsor ship:

ZZ. McCarty, R. D., Roder, H. M., Thermodynmnic Property Charts of Saturated

Liquid Parahydrogen in British Units., NatI. Bur. Standards, Boulder Labs.,

Rept. No. 9263 (Nov 1966).

23.

24.

Z5.

Z6.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

Hust, J. G., McCarty, R. D., Fortran Package for Least Squares Curve

Fitting and the Solution of Simultaneous Equations., Natl. Bur. Standards

Rept. No. 9258 (Oct 1966).

Hust, J. G., McCarty, R. B., Curve-Fitting Techniques and Applications to

Thermodynamics., Cryogenics 7, No. 4, 200-6 (Aug 1967).

Hust, J. G., A Compilation mad Historical Review of Temperature ScMe

Differences., Cryogenics 9, No. 6, 443-55 (Dec 1969).

Stewart, R. B., Thermodynamic Properties of Oxygen., University of Iowa,

Mechanical Engineering Dept., Iowa City, Ph.D. Thesis (Jun 1966).

Stewart, R. B., Tennperature-Entropy Chart for Oxygen., Natl. Bur. Standards,

Cryogenic Lab., Thermodynamic Chart D-56 (1966).

Stewart, R. B., Compressibility Factor Chart for Oxygen., Natl. Bur. Standards,

Cryogenic Lab., Thermodynamic Chart D-57 (1966).

Gosman, A. L., McCarty, R. D., Hust, J. G., Thermodynamic Properties

of Argon from the Triple Point to 300 K at Pressures to 1000 Atmospheres. ,

NSRDS-NBS 27 (Mar 1969}.

Gosman, A. L., McCarty, R. D., Hust, J. G., Temperature Entropy Chart

for Argon., NatI. Bur. Standards, Cryogenic Division, Thermodynamic

Chart D-61 (1969).

Gosmam, A. L., McCarty, R. D., Hust, J. G., Compressibility Factor Chart

for Argon., Nati. Bur. Standards, Cryogenic Division, Thermodynamic

Chart D-6Z (1969).

Prydz, R., The Thermodynamic Properties of Deuterium., Univ. of Colo;

Chem. Engrg. Dept., Boulder, Master of Science Thesis (1967).

Prydz, R., The Thermodynamic Properties of Deuterium., Natl. Bur.

Standards Rept. No. 9276 (Apr 1967).
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34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

Prydz, R., Temperature-Entropy Chart for Deuterium (Z0 to 1C0 K)., Natl.

Bur. Standards, Cryogenic Division, Thermodynamic Chart D-58 (1967).

Prydzp R., Temperature-Entropy Chart for Deuterium (80 to 300 K)., Natl.

Bur. Standards, Cryogenic Division, Thermodyna_nic Chart £)-59 (1967).

Prydz, R., Compressibility Factor Chart for Deuterium., Natl. Bur. Standards,

Cryogenic Division, Thermodynamic Chart D-60 (1967).

Prydz, R., Timmerhaus, K. D., Stewart, R. B., The Thermodynamic

Properties of Deuterium., Paper F-5, Published in Advances in Cryogenic
Engineering, Vol. 13, 384-96 Plenum Press, N. Y. (1968).

Hanley, H. J. M., Comparison of the Lennard-Jones, exp-6, and Kihara

Potential Functions from Viscosity Data of Dilute Argon., J. Chem. Phys. 44,
No. 11, 4Z19-ZZ (Jun 1966).

Hanley, H. J. M., The Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity Coefficients of

Dilute Argon between 100 and Z000 K., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note 333

(Mar 1966).

Childs, G. E., Hanley, H. J. M., The Viscosity emd Thermal Conductivity
Coefficients of Dilute Nitrogen and Oxygen., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech.Note

350 (Oct 1966).

Hanley, H. J. M., Childs, G. E., The Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity
Coefficients of Dilute Neon, Krypton, and Xenon., Natl. Bur. Standards

Tech. Note 35Z (Mar 1967).

Hanley, H. J. M., Klein, M. , On the Selection ol the Intermolecular Potential

Function: Application of Statistical Mechanical Theory to Experiment., Natl.
Bur. Standards Tech. Note 360 (Nov 1967).

Hanley, H. ft. M., Thermodynamics of Transport Phenomena in Membrane

Systems., J. Chem. Educ. 44___,No. 12, 717-23 (Dec 1967).

Childs, G. E., Hanley, H. J. M., Applicability of Dilute Gas Transport

Property Tables to Real Gases., Cryogenics 8, 94-7 (Apr 1968).

Klein, M., Hanley, H. 3. M., Selection of the Intermolecular Potential, Part

Z. From Data of State and Transport Properties Taken in Pairs., Trans.

Faraday Soc. 64, No. 551, Pt 11, 2927-38 (Nov 1968).

Hanley, H. J. M., Childs, G. E., Discrepancies between Viscosity Data for

Simple Gases., Science 15___9, 1114-7 (1968). A similar paper is published in

the Proc. of 7thConference on Thermal Conductivity, Gaithersburg, Md.,

Nov 13-17, 1967. Natl. Bur. Standards Spec. Publ. 302 (Sep 1968).

Hanley, H. d. M., McCarty, R. D., Density Dependence of Experimental

Transport Coefficients of Gases., J. Chem. Phys. 50__.2No. 2, 857-70
(Jan 1969).

Hanley, H. J. M., Childs, G. E., Dilute Gas Viscosities at Low Temperatures,

d. Chem. Phys. 5__O0,No. 10, 4600-01 (May 1969).
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Hanley, H. J. M., Klein, M., Selection of the Intermolecu!ar Potential

Function. Part 3. From the Isotopic Thermal Diffusion Factor., J. Chem.

Phys. 50__,No. ll, 4765-70 (Jun 1969).

Hanley, H. J. M., McCarty, R. D., inten_ann, H., The Viscosity and Thermal

Conductivity of Dilute Gaseous Hydrogen between 15 and 5000 K., J. Res. Natl.

Bur. Standards 74A____, No. 3, 331-53 (May-Jun 1970).

McCarty, R. D., Provisional Thermodynamic Functions for Helium 4 for

Temperatures from 2 to 1500 K with Pressures to I00 MN/m 2 (1000 Atmos-

pheres),, Natl. Bur. Standards Rept. No. 9762 (Aug 1970).

Hall, L. A., A Bibliography of Thermophysical Properties of Methane from

0 to 300 K., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note No. 367 (May 1968).

Hall, L. A., Survey of Electrical Resistivity Measurements on 16 Pure Metals

in the Temperature Range 0 to Z73 K., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note No.

365 (Feb 1968).

Hall, L. A., Germann, F. E. E., Survey of Electrical Resistivity Measure-

ments on 8 Additional Pure Metals in the Temperature Range 0 to Z73 K.,

Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note No. 365-I (Aug 1970).

Hall, L. A., A Bibliography of Thermophysical Properties of Air from

0 to 300 K., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech. Note No. 383 (Oct 1969).

C. Publications resulting from associate sponsorship of NASA Contract R-46 tasks:

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.
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6Z.

Hanley, H. J. M., Childs, G. E., Interim Values for the Viscosity and Thermal

Conductivity Coefficients of Fluid He 4 between Z and 50 K., Cryogenics 9,

No. Z, 106-11 (Apt 1969).

Diller, D. E., Hanley, H. J. M., Roder, H. M., The Density and Tempera-

ture Dependence of the Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity of Dense Simple

Fluids., Cryogenics 10__, No. 4, Z86-94 (Aug 1970).

Klein, M., Hanley, H. J. M., The m-6-8 Potential Function., J. Chem.

Phys. (Dec 1970).

Guevara, F. A., Hanley, H. J. M., McInteer, B. B., Otteman, D.,

Viscosities at High Temperatures., Phys. Fluids (to be published).

Klein, M., Hanley, H. J. M., Smith, F. J., Holland, P. M., Collision

Integrals for the m-6-8 Potential., (to be published as an NSRD Monograph).

Roder, H. M., McCarty, R. D., Johnson, V. J., Saturated Liquid Densities

of Oxygen, Nitrogen, Argon, and Parahydrogen., Natl. Bur. Standards Tech.

Note No. 361 (Jan 1969).

Mann, D. B., Roder, H. M., Liquefied Natural Gas as a Cryogenic Fluid--

Instrumentation and Properties., Proceedings Transmission Conference of

A.G.A. Operatin_ Section, T-98--T-106., American Gas Association,

ArIington, Va. (1970). Also: Cryogeuic Ind. Gases 5, No. 7, 23-9

( Jul-Aug 1970).
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Immediate Vicinity of the Triple Point., Part II of Slush and Boiling Methane
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3.0 DETERMINATION OF THE THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF

COMPRESSED GASEOUS AND LIQ[IID OXYGEN AND HELIUM

3. 1 Introduction

Since November 1966 the NASA Office ol Advanced Research and Technology has

invested approximately $300,000 with the Properties of Cryogenic Fluids Section, NBS

Cryogenics Division for the purpose of determining the thermophysical properties of com-

pressed gaseous and liquid oxygen. During this period, Drs. L. A. Weber, R. D.

Ooodwin, B. A. Younglove and G. C. Straty have completed an extensive program of pre-

;ision measurements, mathematical representation of data, computation of derived pro-

perties, and publication of technical papers. Accurate ineasurements of the densities,

_Deeific• heats (Csa t and Cv )' sound velocities and dielectric constants were performed at

clos_.ly spaced intervals throughout a wide range of temperatures (55-300 K) and at pres

_nres to 330 atm. From the measurements, many important thermodynamic properties

such as internal energies, entropies, enthalpies, heats of vaporization, specific heats at

constant pressure (C), and specific heat inputs were derived. It is believed that the
P

quality of these data is such that it will be recognized as definitive or standard for all

foreseeable engineering calculations at cryogenic temperatures and high pressures. The

PVT data have recently been selected by the International Union of Pure and Applied

Chemistry as the basis for its International Thermodynamic Property Tables Project on

oxFgen.

Throughout the period of the contract, the NBS Cryogenics Division has provided

the NASA and its subcontractors with quarterly progress reports, data tables, interpola-

tion formulas, property charts, and extensive consulting services. A list of reports and

publications produced by this contract is attached to the end of this summary. Selected

pages from publications [4] and [71 are also reproduced here. (See Appendices A and B).

NBS Report 9710, "Thermodynamic and Related Properties of Oxygen from the Triple

Point to 300 K at Pressures to 330 Atmospheres," is perhaps the single most significant

and comprehensive publication produced and as such has been widely distributed through-

out the NASA organization since June 1968. It contains one of the most e×tensive sets

of thermophysical property measurements and thermodynamic property computations

ever performed by a single laboratory on any substance. (Estimated to be 80% of the

World's experimental data for the region covered. )

The primary purpose of this program was to provide NASA engineers witb accurate,

wide-range fluid property data so that processes involving the storage, transport, and

pumping of compressed gaseous and liquid oxygen could be designed reliab!y, safely, and

economically. Many informal contacts with NASA aerospace engineers suggest that this
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general purpose%as been accomplished. A specific example of the value of these data to

NASA's programs concerns the recent failure of the oxygen storage tank on the Apollo 13

lunaI rnission. The NBS Cryogenics Division was able to make an important contribution

to the analysis of this failure because sufficient knowledge of the thermophysical proper-

ties of oxygen was available when it was needed. This knowledge established the general

features of the tank failure and assisted in deducing the series of unfortunate events pre-

ceding the failure. It has subsequently provided the basis for a safe and reliable redesign

of this system.

NASA has recently formed a new group called ASRDI (Aerospace Safety

Research and Data Institute) for anticipating and dealing with the potentially hazardous

aspects of aerospace missions. One of their tasks is to provide for safety in the use of

cryogenic fluids such as oxygen. The NBS Cryogenics Division has been selected to pro-

vide ASRDI with comprehensive information on the problems associated with the safe use

of this fluid. The basic nucleus of the physical property data on oxygen assembled for

this purpose will be derived from the projects previously completed for the Office of

Advanced Research and Technology.

In the November 69 - November 70 contract period (as the measurements program

for the Thermodynamic Properties of Oxygen was nearing completion) funding

was provided to initiate a measurements program for the Thermodynamic Properties of

Helium. A new cryostat is being completed and general procedures established to mea-

sure the P-V-T and calorimetric values for helium sufficiently accurate to resolve much

of the uncertainty of existing data as determined by R. D. McCarty in his data evaluation

program as described in Section Z. 6 item F. Work on this helium properties *neasure-

ments program is being suspended, however, for lack of continued funding. A

proposal for continuing the program is included at the end of this report which detai]s the

need for better data and efforts that have been made to secure support. (See Appendix

C, Section 3.6).

3. Z Historical Highlights of Research Completed for NASA Contract R-46

A. Preceding the R-46 Contract in November 1966, we completed extensive PVT mea-

surements on compressed gaseous and liquid oxygen. (Supported by SNPO Contract

R-45).

Between November 1967 and November 1968 we completed wide-range specific heat

measurements on oxygen.

Between November 1968 and November 1969 we completed the calculation of the

thermodynamic properties of oxygen and measurement of the dielectric constants

of oxygen.

Between November 1969 and November 1970 we repeated the dielectric constant

B.

C.

Do
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measurements on oxygen with a new capacitance cell, we completed wide-range sound

velocity measurements on oxygen, and we began assembling apparatus for PVT mea-

surements on gaseous and liquid helium. Preparations for PVT measurements on

helium are continuing (see appended funding proposal). Figure 14 {page 56) illustrates

the chronology of the experimental measurements program for the NASA R-46 Contract.

3.3 Work in Progress

A. Publication of measurements of the dielectric constant of oxygen.

B. Analysis and publication of measure,nents of the sound velocity in compressed gaseous

and liquid oxygen.

C. Assembly of new apparatus for wide-range PVT measurements on gaseous and liquid

helium (Z-70 I_ at pressures to 340 atm). Most of the necessary instru_nentation for

precision thermometry and pressure measurements has been purchased. A helium

cryostat is about 50% complete.

3.4 Work for which Additional Funding is Sought

A. Completion of PVT and specific heat (C v) measurements on gaseous and liquid helium.

(See appended funding proposal).

B. The viscosity of saturated liquid oxygen will be measured this year as part of a

project on the viscosity of gaseous and liquid fluorine. (Currently funded by NBS).

C. Measurements of the thermal conductivity of gaseous and liquid oxygen with emphasis

on the critical region (140-170 K at pressures between 45 and 60 atm). (Funding

being sought from NASA-Lewis Research Center.)

D. Publication of an NBS Technical Note containing extensive tables of the thern]odynamic

properties of oxygen.

E. Extrapolation of the thermodynamic properties of oxygen to higher pressures (800 atm).

(Funding being sought from NASA Marshall Spaceflight Center.)

3.5 Publications and Reports on the Thermophysical Properties of Gaseous

and Liquid Oxygen (from the Properties of Cryogenic Fluids Section)

1. Weber, L. A., Thermodynamic and Related Properties of Oxygen from the Triple

Point to 300 K at Pressures to 330 Atmospheres., NBS Report 9710, June Z0, 1968;

and Supplement A (British Units), NBS Report 9710A, August Z9, 1968.

2. Weber, L. A., The Specific Heat Input, _(bH/b_), of Oxygen, NBS Report 9718,

November 1, 1968.

3. Goodwin, R. D., and Weber, L. A., Specific Heats of Oxygen at Coexistence.,

J. Res. Natl. Bur. Standards, 73A, 1 (1969).
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4. Goodwin, R. D. and Weber, L. A., Specific Heats C v of Fluid Oxygen from the '[riple

Point to 300 K at Pressures to 350 Atn_ospheres, J. Res. Natl. Bur. Stm_dards, 73A,

15_ (1969). (See excerpts, Sect. 3.6 Appendix A).

5. Goodwin, R. D., Thermodynamic Properties of Fluid Oxygen at Temperatures to

250 K and Pressures to 350 Atmospheres on Isochores at 1.3 to 3.0 Times Critical

Density, J. Res. Natl. Bur. Standards, 73_._A.,g5, (1969).

6. Goodwin, R. D., Nonanalytic Vapor Pressure Equation with Data for Nitrogen and

Oxygen_ T. Res. Natl. Bur. Standards, 73__A, 487, (1969).

7. Weber, L. A., P-V-T Thermodynamic and Related Properties of Oxygen from the

Triple Point to 300 K at Pressures to 33 MN/m 2, J. Res. Natl. Bur. Standards,

74A__.__,93, (1970). (See excerpts, Sect. 3.6 Appendix B).

8. Goodwin, R. D., Estimation of Critical Constants T c, Dc From the c(T) and T(o)

Relations at Coexistence, _I. Res. Natl. Bur. Standards, 74A, ZZI (1970).

9. Weber, L. A., Saturation Densities of Oxygen in the Critical Region, Physics

I,etters, 30A___,390 (1969).

I0. Weber, L. A., The P-V-T Surface of Oxygen in the Critical Region: Densities of

Saturated Liquid and Vapor, Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, I___.5,50, (1970).

II. Weber, L. A., Density and Compressibility of Oxygen in tl_e Critical Region, Phys.

Rev. A (December 1970).

IZ. Younglove, B. A., and Straty, G. C., A Capacitor for Accurate Wide-Range

Dielectric Constant Measurements on Compressed Fluids, Rev. Sci. Inst. 41_i,

1087, (1970).

13. Younglove, B. A., Measurements of the Dielectric Constant of Saturated Liquid

Oxygen, Advances in Cryogenic Engineerin_ 15___, 70, (1970).

14. Younglove, B. A., DieIectric Constant of Liquid and Gaseous Oxygen, submitted to

J. of Chemical Physics, (1970).
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4. 0 APPENDICES

Appendix A: Excerpts from Reference [4] Section 3. 5

JOURNAL OF RESEARCH of the Nationr_l 8ureou of Standards--A. Physics and Chemistry

Vol. 73A, No. I, Jonuary-Februory 1969

Specific Heats Cv of Fluid Oxygen from the Triple Point to 300 K

at Pressures to 350 Atmospheres*

Robert D. Goodwin** and Lloyd A. Weber**

Institute for Basic Standards, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado 80302

(August 15, 1968)

Experimental specific heats at constant vol.me f.r oxygen in single phase domains are reported

from the triple point to 300 K at pressures to 351} atmospheres. A,, empirical equation with st-vet_ con

stants describes these specific heats over the entire domain .f p-T t,,ordinates to within the cxl.'ri-

mental accuracy of 1 to 2 percent. Values for the terminal slopes of PVT isochores at the c_cxishq,ce

boundary, toP/fiT),,, are deriw_'d fi_r the liquid.

Key Words: Compressed hquid: heat capacities: liquid: oxygen: specific heats: thermodynamic

properties.

List of Symbols 1. Introduction

C% heat capacity of empty calorimeter
bomb.

(:,,ip, T} specific heat of the sample.
C'_iTi specific heat in ideal gas states.

(/,_ adjustment for bomb expansion.
J tile joule.
k conversion factor, 0.101325 J/cm :3arm.

L the liter, 1,000 em a.
N total moles of fluid in bomb plus capil-

lary tube.
Np, moles of fluid in the bomb.

N,. moles of fluid in the capillary tube.
p pressure. 1 arm=0.101325 MN/m 2.

Q calorimetric heat input.
Q/AT gross heat capacity.

p density.
p, critical density, 13.62 mol/l.
_r density reduced at the critical point.

t time.
T temperature, Kelvin, NBS 1955 scale.

T,, T_ temperature at start and end of heating
interval.

7% critical-point temperature, 1.54.77 K.

2,T-=- Tz- T, calorimetric temperature increment.
v molal volume, l/p.

V,, volume of the calorimeter bomb.
x temperature reduced at the critical

point.

Specific heats are basic data for the computation t,f
thermodynamic properties in the compressed liquid

domain, yet for oxygen these data apparently never
have been measured [1]? In the present report we give
our results for C,. over the entire fluid domain below
300 K and below 350 arm. Many details of the experi-

mental work are given in our c_)mpanion puMication

on specific heats along the liquid-vapor coexistence

path [2J. In fiwthcoming reports we give thermodynamic

properties based on the current measurements.

2. Experimental Method

The cahwimeter and cryostat are the same as used

h,r the two-phase observations [21. Briefly. the cahwim-
eter is a spherical shell of stainless steel, 2 in in diam-
eter. surrounded by adiabatic shields maintained at
the calorimeter temperature by automatic contr,,Is.
The amount of sample is determined from an obscrw'd

temperature T and pressure P in a single-phase
domain; from the bomb volume at this T, P: and fr, m_
the fluid density derived from an equation of state [ll.

The method for measuring calorimetric heat is iden-

tical with that of [21 as is the tare heat capacity of the

empty calorimeter bomb. The computational method
of adjusting for expansion of the bomb during a heating
interval also is the same except that the required

pressure increase in the bomb is estimated.

"Tlfi_ w,,_kwa_ , arried _mt at Ihe Nalional Bureau ,Jr Standards .l,der Ihe stgmst_r_h.p
_.J Ihe Na_,_nal Aenmauti_ _ _nd Spa_'e Admini_lrati_n Fund Transfer R-I.K'_ 006-(_44_

"% _b_renit _ IJi_,isi,_n. NBS Boulder 1_b,_ratq,rle_. Boulder. t:ol_ra_t_bh_l._)2 I:iltures in brae kt'ls indit'ate the lileruture r¢-|eren, i'_ at rile ,'rid .I tlll_ Daol't
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3. Calculation of C v From Laboratory

Observations

To adjust for expansion of the bomb we estimate the
pressure at T, and at T2. An iterative method minimizes
the difference IP -pel where density p is obtained from
contents and volume of the bomb,

p= [N--N,,(P, T) ]/Vb(P, T), (1)

and density p, is used in the equation of state P(pe, T)
to obtain the pressure. For the capillary tube we obtain
Nr(P, T) by summing over both liquid and gaseous
phases whenever a meniscus exists in this tube. The
capillary volume is about 0.0002 • Vb.

The densities pt, P2 obtained in this way at Tt, 7'2
already recognize fluid in the capillary tube. We
therefore use them in the adjustment Cj for bomb
expansion as follows (appendix I),

Av=- IIp._ -- 1/pl,

C_ =- k. [T._,• (aP/aT)., -AP/2]. A,./AT. (2)

Our experimental data thus are reduced by the
equation,

Cv = [Q/AT-- Cb]/Nb -- C_ (3)

with no curvature adjustments [21. Only for datum
No. 225 near critical is the adjustment significant: this
datum should be reduced to 46.4 J/moI-K in table 2.
The maximum uncertainties (errors_ in C,, are calcu-
lated as in [21, using the same estimates for uncertainty
of individual variables.

4. Experimental Results

The locus of each specific heat observation is given
by figure 1 in density-temperature coordinates. The
observations extend from the coexistence envelope at
low temperatures to the 350-atm boundary of pressure
at high temperatures. The amount of sample for each
experimental run (horizontal line on fig. 1) is caleu-
lated from the loading conditions of table 1. The total
number of moles N given in the last column includes
a few ten thousandths in the capillary tube.

Table 2 gives experimental results. Identification
in the first column is the run number followed by tw,
digits for the point of that run. Next are the observed
temperature, the estimated pressure, and the cal-
culated density at this pressure. The bomb wJume
V, BMB and DV/DT for the bomb are calculated at
T, P as in [2]. The seventh column DEL T is :he ex-
perimental temperature increment, AT. Following
columns are the gr_ss heat capacity Q/AT, the tare
heat capacity of the empty calorimeter, and the ad-
justed specific heat of the oxygen sample computed

l

I I r 1 f

\,

\

-- \

l...... -r - : ---7 ----F- ......

/
/

/

T.K-_

_4

25O

t,o

3o

_o

FIGURE 1. Locus of (:_ data in p-- T coordinates.
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by eq (31. The last column is estimated maximun,

celative uncertainty (error), in percent. This increases
rapidly with diminishing interval AT and with dimin-

ishing amount of sample. A comparison of runs 3, 6,
7, 32, all at the same density, shows that these estimates
<,f error are realistic.

The behavi,,r of these specific heats i._ illustrated

in figure 2 by plots of selected runs fisochores). F,,r
a wide range of densities about the critical density

the specific heat increases sharply as temperature
diminishes toward the coexislenee envelope. At
densities far removed from critical, however, lhe tem-

perature dependence is relatively weak.

"['ABLE 1. Loading conditions for the samples

[_U,l

7

g

9

10

11

13

i4

15

16

17 I

II!

32 ]
33

T,K

197.279

139.25,5

200.125

173.070

139.083

138.976

148.!03

173.955

116.705

131 071

_).069

65.45O

71.341

76.877

85.691

q4.357

102.979

109.048

137.t81

207.639

P, ATM

131.432

129.352

76.159

129.980

128.514

127.012

96.998

187.207

125.967

159.226

122.822

120.256

114.230

108.612

138.618

145.740

156.273

141.669

106.345

71.974

V, cm_ D, M,I/I

73.133 13.128

72.950 28.679

73.086 I 6.110

73.054 20.223

72.949 ! 28.696

72.948 28.688

72.947 25.893

73.112 23.0_

72.884 32.557

72.953 30:621

72.7M. 40.632

72.763 39.783

72.769 38.974

72.775 38.202

72.817 37,157

72.843 36.010

72.873 34 875

72877 33.884

72.934 28.633

73.106 5.253

[
I

N, Mol 45 i

0.9602 [

2.0924 i

0A467 4c,-
1.4775

2.0936

2.{1929

1.8890 '_5 -1.6184
2 3731

2 2341

5o_-

2.0565

2.8950

2 83¢rl.

2.7805

2.7060 z',

2,6234
2.5417

2.46% _(

2.11882

0.3841

t
2_ - 25. _ _,,,ot,'L

q

¢0 28 , d0.2 I,',2 _L

\ 4

\ --_ ..... _ ...... _-___ -_
125 I_ 125 20_

T.K

\ i

c;j .................. El -: . . !
r,5

T.K--

FIGURE 2. Selected isochores vfC, dora.

TABLE 2. Experimental sf,ecit_c heats

I

ID T, K [ P, aim Dens. I", bmb IZ,I'dDT

225| 155.297 1 51.144 |13.1_ / 5"2.925 | 0.t_47

226 1 155.970 t 52.427 113.166 / 72.t_28 [ .0047

227| 156.753/53.920 /13.165/ 72.932 [ .0047
228 157.829[ 55.971 [13.164! 72.937 | 0047

229 159.558159.267 [13.163 72.945] .0047

2:_ 162.067164.054 [13.160 72.957 .0048

231 168.678176.686 [i3.154 72.989 .0049

232 172.876/84.734 [13.151 73.010 .0049

233 [ 177.619] 93.820 /13.146 73.0:t3 .0050

234 ! 182.951[ 104.018 [13.141 73.060 .0050

235 [ 188.633 [ 114.906 [13.136 73.089 .0051

236! 195.1161 127.315113.130 73.122 0052

237 201.815 J 140.083 [t3.124 73.157 .0052

238 208.788 ] 153.339 13.117 73.193 .0053

239 216.716 [ 168.371 13.109 73.235 .0054

240 222.219 [ 178.853 13.104 73.265 .0054

241 230.717 [ 194.880 13.096 73.311 .0055

242 239.156 [ 210.642 13.087 73.357 .0055

243 248.314[ 227.681 13.078 73.408[ .0056

244 257.729 [ 245.185 13.089 73.461 .0056

245 267.382 ] 263.047 13.059 73.515 t .0057

,46127698312 0719 13.04973.570o057
l /

317 [ 130.692 [ 45.629 28.719 72.852 .0115

318 I 134.835 ! 86.416 28.700 72._q .0117
319 t:4x945 I 126.677 28.680 72.947 I .0119

320 143.490 I 169.947 28.659 73.000 .0121

A-3

!2,t lq40 69 2

i Del T DQIDT Tare
0.764 I 1t2-6561 66.536

0.812 I 106.171 i 66.679

2.106 99.644 t 67.423

2.991 98.042 [ 67.923

3.947 96.558 I 69.170

4.554 96.375 69.912

5.036 96.396 70.709

5.737 96.521 71.556

6.284 96.805 72.407

6.853 97.260 73.319

6.741 97.840 74.202

7.397 98.351 75.1165

8.697 99.094 75.984

8.676 99.500 76.588

8.624 100.165 77.47l

9.367 100.833 [ 78.295

9.298 101.488 t 79.138

9.901 102.259 79.955

9.883 102.936 80.749

9.810 103.453 ] 81.497

4.180 !17.358 I 60.316

4.155 118.134 I 61.515

4.115 119.032 I 62.638

4.071 120.315 I 63.808

(',

JtM-K

47.883

40.978

38.103

35.905

33.402

31.208

28.3M I

27.385 1

26.571 [

25.811 I
25.213
24.729

24.404

24.028

23.835

23.621

23.384

23.211

23.003

22.943

22.810

22.557

26.501 ,

26.279 I

21_. 14,) !

26.1811

Err.r

2.077

2.173

2.237

1.592

1.311

I. 145

1.0<,_)

1.061

1.05 I

1.034

1.029

1.025

1.048

1.040

1.012

1.025

1.036

1.053

1.048

1.061

1.117(}

0.710

.722

.734

.745



ID

321
322
323
324

401
402
403
404
4O5
4O6
407
408
4O9
410
411
412
413
414

516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525

601
602
603
6O4
605
6O6
607
6O8

706
7111
702
703
704
705

801
8O2
8O3
804
8O5
8O6
8O7

901
9O2
9O3
9O4
9O5
9O6
9O7
9O8

1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
11106
11_)7

151.493 246.338

155.489 283.838 1
159.453 320.561!

152. t79 42.2611
155.794 44.9791
160.002 48.086
164,797 51.575
170.195 55,441
176.983 60,164
186.560 66.896
196.057 73,392
207.059 80,831

219.594 89,217

0234.502 99.074

251).222 1119.382265 673 119,428

284.186 131.4"_

154 095 54.53,1-

157.860 69,185
162.027 85.593
167.104 I 105.862
173.286 130,879
182.885 169.899
190.402 200.537
198.662 233.997
207.168 268.288
215.586 301.941

129,811 37.509
133,528 74.090
137.687 114.969
141.772 1,54.822

146.114 196.833
150.669 239.9119
154,966 279,917
159.013 317.536

128.832 27.695
1.'t0.025 39.312
134.223 80,690
139.804 135.185
146.427 198.814
153.498 265,658

140.433 41.159
144.299 69.148
148.597 100.417
153.298 134.67_,
159.026 176.397
165.241 221.439
171.390 26.5.204

148.563 49.065
152.486 70.121
157.402 96.826
163.303 128.912
170.379 167.584
178.665 212.816
187.541 261.017
196.331 , 308,226

108.879 10,276
112.214 60.010
116.182 118.880
120.10.5 175.140
124,452 236.551
128.570 293.:_2
132.4`56 345.654

I"_,BI.E 2. Experiment,s/.spec(hv heat._-(:,mtmurd

Dens. V. bmb DVUDT Del T [ DQ/DT

m,,I]l cm a

28.640 73.048

28.621 73.096

28.602 73.144

28.58,3 73.191

6.126 72.908
6. t24 72.921
6.123 72.936
6 122 72.9,54
6.120 72.973
6.118 72,998
6.115 73.034
6. I 12 73.070
6.108 73.113
6.104 73 162
6.099 73,222
6.1193 73.285
6.O88 73.348
6.082 73.425

20.260 72.925
211.253 72.950
20.245 72.978
20.235 73.012
20,222 73.056
211.203 73,125
20.187 73.180
20.170 73.242
20.152 73,306
20.134 73.371

28.740 72.842
28.722 72.885
28.703 72.933
28.683 72.981
28.663 73.032
28.641 73.087
28.621 73.138
28,601 73.187

28.736 72.831
28.730 72.844
28.710 72.893
28.684 72.957
28,653 73,036
28.619 73.120

25.920 72.874
25,906 72.911
25.891 72.952
25.874 72.998
25,854 73.0,54
25.831 73.117
25.809 73,179

23.158 72.904
23.148 72.935
23.135 72.974
23.119 73.023
23.100 73.082
23.077 73.153
23.052 73,231
23.027 73.308

32.611 72,766
32.598 72.816
32.560 72.875
32.533 72.9:M.
32. :_13 73.0Ck3
32.4,75 73.(_4
32 Gt.q 73.123

r m'/deg_ K ] J/deg ....

.0122 4.065 121.1152

.0123 4.038 121.854

.0123 4.010 122.6,_

,0124 3.987 123A.19 I

.0035 3,667 78.902!

.0036 3.654 79.105

.0036 4.858 79,536[
0036 4,830 80.129
.0037 6.065 80.766
.0037 7.453 81.616
,0038 8.851 82.742
.0038 10.315 83.926'
.0039 I 1.906 85 051
.0040 14.076 86411
.0040 16.083 87.771
.0041 15.818 89.133
0041 15.564 911,42,1.
.0042 22.098 91 825

.0065 3.557 1(19.0711

.0066 4.052 108.211

.0068 4.604 107.931

.0069 5.636 108.019

.0071 6.818 108.375

.0073 7.424 1119.089

.0074 8.030 1119.875

.0076 8,631 1l 1),597

.0077 8,559 ] 111.373

.0078 8.488 112.2,t3

.0115 3,266 117.622
,0117 4,191 118.258
,0119 4.158 119.135
,0120 4.123 I 119.959
.0121 4.601 I 120.928
.0123 4.556 121 869
.0124 4.084 122.699

.0124 4,056 123.490

.0114 1,235 t 116.949

.0115 3,309 117.328

.0117 5.111 [ 1114.134
J

.0119 6.140 [ 119.373

.0121 7.147 I 120.81:]

.0123 7.036 I 122,247
I

.0094 3.443 I 114.237

.0096 4.335 [ 114.672

.0097 4.315 I 1!5.265
,0099 5.247 I 115.933
.0101 6,277 I 116.864
.0103 6,228 117.775
.0104 6.159 118.795

.0078 3.472 111.380

.0079 4.430 I 11.376

.0061 5.460 I 11.703

.0083 6,544 112.244

.0085 7.701 113.034

.0087 8,963 113.961

.0089 8,897 114.947

.0090 8.810 115.94,1-

0.0154 2.¢_2 144.011
.0154 3.99{4 I 122.680

.0155 3.956 123.831

.0157 3.913 125.072
.1)159 4.807 } 126.438

.0159 3.930 ] 127.S0q

.OI5q 3.884 I 128,793

Tare

J/deg

64.790
65.703
66.577
67.402

65.856
66,642
67.512
68.4,50
69.443
70.588
72.102
73A4_
74.856
76,303
77.847
79.307
80.611
82.036

66.277
67.075
67.915
68.982
69.983
71 .,=¢1,6
72,662
73.79.3
74.869
75.857

60. (152
61.144
62.301
63.374
64.452
65.517
66.465
67,312

59.755
60,116
61.342
62.864
64.527
66.147

__,_____

J/M-K I

26.045 1
25.975 I
25.917 I
25.8811

29.116!
27.8O9 ]
26.8251

26.050 ]
25.253
24.586
23.712
23.349
22.704
22.502
22.080
21,849
21.810
21.743

28.687
27.548
26.773
26.160
25.6,35
25.030
24.786
24.489
24.263
24.159

26.746
26.503
26.348
26.208
26,1,34
26.07 I
25.983
25.941

26.563
26.580
26.354
26.197
26.058
25.940

63,029 26.,569
64.009 26.26O
65.040 26.003
66.103 25.769
67.315 25.593
68,534 25.,I_4
69.6`54 25.335

65.1132 27.063
65,924 26.510
66.9811 26,056
68.164 25.651
69.475 25.311
70.879 25.001
72.247 24.743
73..1&3 24.579

52.706 37.350
54,028 27.778
55.5211 27._,17
56.qq 6 27_568
58.374 27,472
$9.674 =27.404
Oil 8:15 274115

A-4

Error

)ercent

.7.54

.762

.771

.779

1.842
1.932
1.784
1.8,51
1.770
1.719
1.720
1.704
1.718
1.703
1.721
] .768
1.801
1.743

0.861
.841
.821
.784
.758
.762
•759
.759
.773
.784

.776

.715

.727

.738

.718

.728

.764

.772

1.311
0.774

.672

.647

.633

.645

.800

.743

.755

.717

.690

.702

.712

.836

.775

.736

.711

.695

.684
,698
.710

0.69 I
.67{I
.683
.695
.6._
.711
.720



"!',_BLI, 2 t'_p,.lim_'w,/ Sl','c_ ke_,.tx -Continued

LD T, K Dens. _,' bmb l;Vot [)el 7" DO/DT Tare (2, Err.r

I I_K_; 13().736 155.031] '_,0.623 I 72.q4g .I_1:17 kllu3 127320 60.329 267P,2 I .71(}

11{14 134.7o7 202.264] 30.6[_)] 73.i_),1 t .0138 t .1..062 / 122, _il_ 61..:_0,1 26.702[ .720

I II 5 138, 824 249 073[ _ 1 577 73 ( 57 1]139 ,1.(126 12k.103 62.6(_S 26.63,_ I .7:m

'1 56'",68 a;l".l',-- _,)'6_,, "2 689 ,)"6,," 2 1,9 L'I, 059 22.49:, '_6.444--[ .,,,,,
lz(

121.12 58.917 116.70')] 1.1.).63,l 72.75l .(}268 2.(d_'}_) 133 67.q 24.309 3.5.1',,1 .t,(12

121).3 .S7.,gq7 82. ¢*1 40 6'Ira I 72 726 I 026'7 2.56l 1::_3 ?,112 2i1.5,$5 3S.2U2 [ .62 _)

1204 _0 11.? 16'18841 40.612 [ 72.787 .u269 2,Y_S J;! 7;2(, I 25.387 3l. uS,It ._42

120S 62.96; 2Si.01.q ._,).57B 72.8,19 I A_271 2.;?,0 l.{L.91dt 27.15U 3Lqq5 i tG2

J:m; 62.:,,_ :_ 2321/ 3._a21 i r2._,97 ! .02_:_ I ".',2 _, t l:_:,.;_l ::_,.,',6 :_ .,m ! t,u)
_:],,'_, 6.5.17'u l,,,aT:_l:_',;'uvt72.7._,,I.<'v,i 2:,76[ 1:_2a.1.:.I 2u6_,1 'v_171! 612
17',11,_ 67.7C, S 186.20u I 39.754 I 72 BIS )2g6 [ 2.,S(_5 ]2 _.l_l) 30 .I.2U 3552,3 { .l¢_:'_

13......_-L 7n "_ 26 o 9961,1 39 72 [ 72.874 I{ 02,7 !i 2.528 :_4 _5t* ;';2.130 33 603 .677

It.1. _ t,8 H 'l 2l 35 , k"_ t)I¢_ I ;2 6118 .02tl _ :!.1,53 I 139.2_0 30.69'; '_,6.10t , 65.t.

!.!4!2 ;'b.626 ';'.1..552 :;8.uB,;; 72.7;13 .i_2i.2 2.611"1 131.1."171 :',2.391 _,2',_'*:{ i .667

li.l)'_ 73 222 ,_u' 2H. 38>'51 72.81] .(l:_l_ _, 2.50. ! 132.251 3,:!..097 32 _)02 I .678

iS0',.' 71, q6q 58 SS}i 38.2211 72.735 .U229 2.665 i?.'L3761 ?,5.211 32.211 I 671

IS1.13 "_._96 126868 38 Iq,l 72.701 2_1. t 2 t-_l 131I._4_,i 36Am7 31.q04 i 68_
15(M E).237 1_.5.252 ,']g.16,1 72.817 (1231 I 2.614 ! 131.7111 3,'4.$',i:1 .3 779 ! .(_9 t_

150S g2.gl_-I 261059 I 3a.13I ]2._)0 v _12321 2.385 I 133.216; 39.97.'_ 31.748 i .710

1601 80.108 5,8.57 ?,7.217 I 72.7{_5 .021_, [ 2.010 146.516 38.?,81 _18.27_ I .7_2

I602 d2.t_41) ,,7.2.58 37.1_,9 l 72.75-,6 .0214 3.(_M, t28.31._ .39.1.,172 31.172 ] 6._,;'

1603 85 671 137.87_) 37.15g 72.816 02t5 3.029 t30.o'il) 41 5,m 31.124 .67t

1604 89. 1_ 211. 2961 37.1231 72 883 .(1216 3673 12tl.374 ,1.3.,k2_ 30.892 I .6!._
161 :S 92 3( :_ 287 5.$4 $7 089 } 72.949 .i1217 2 922 1.32 _1.53 ,I.5 I.'_8 31L812 I 7u2

1Mk, <1511152 3-1_.307 '_7.(161 "/3.1105 0211t 2 5,93 133.954 ,,t6.31(_ ,q1.599 .7,$;'

I*Pl _) _()_ ]d 8L ,6 0"_9 i 7_' 74"i (I '_8 311-1 1'_7"01 14.522 30.322 _ .673

i7112 92.2.P_ 102.328 :1,,,,1, ] L,,,,, I ill,,, 3112.! [28 io5 1.5. 110 30. 173 .68 tj

P)02 1n(,i071. 937034 3379071 72.828 0170 3.11_2 :z1.131. 51.SM_ 28.423 .723

1903 109.146 1,$_.256 _,] gS] 72 87g I .017] 2.06t) 1263122 52811 28.395 .73,1

191_{. li2.4193 195.782 33858 72.9321 ,,l,-213.488 127.224 5.1.102 2 _, '2t_.2 .,05
9_ S _ 8t,_ 252 214 33.831 72.989 .01"/4 I 3A.51 128,,i(14 .5.5.406 28.202 .717

;]2 S 2'_ ,170 ?,1.(178 2tt.669 72.836 .(H 14 l 3104 1 i7.407 .59'.94 _ 2t_.757 1.(ill,"

3216 132 i}(X_ 5.5.993 28.657 72.865 .O115 3.216 117.SJ'd_ 60.704 26.6121 11.7811

3217 12.5.669 '_1.698 28.6391 72.906 .0117 t. 166 118.642 61.7.1.8 26.1.66 .721
:?;'18 41t Olfl 34 022 28 619 72.957 .tit Iq 4.589 119.623 62.020 2t_.3.50 .706

}]219 14412/')8 175.030 28.5_19 73.007 A_120 4.567 t21.1.43_t 64.001 262112 .716

3221/ 148.803 217.859 28.578 77,.I)611 .1112i 4.566 121.420 1 65.088 26.146 .724

32Ol 153 319 259.958 28.556 77,.114 .IH23 ] 1.528 122.265 6n lfi,R 20.1129 .734

i_2'_2 1571769 301.38.5 28.535 73.168 .0123 ] 4.456 123186 67.1156 23.998 .7.I4

I
3301 153.683 411,6['-,8 5.2o8 72.911 .(I(F}4 3.974 76.126 66.188 25.78_ 2 225

3',;0'_ 157 a56 ,'1,3.222 5.267 72.925 ] .O03F, [ 4.481 76.804 67.074 25.242 2.177

3303 1621.538 $6,053 5.265 72.942 .0035 5.023 77.530 68.01.5 24681 2.1.1.6
69.015 2. I01.

33(_ 167.824 I9.204 5.264 72.960 .0035 5.670 78.393 24.324
3%5 175 d6q 53 921 ! 5.262 72.989I t_136 I 6>197 79.!.6,1 70.420 2?,..1.5c, 2.t_:,0
_",1_ 183 .525 ";g 34,_ I :; 21,I) 73.016 (_,_,t, 1t..171 811.576 71.64.t 22] 151 2._)11

3307 11,_2.262 *:)S 3,']5 3.2.57 73.01.g ._il):',7 _ ',L 1851 81.7112_ 72.92,1 27.!.."_6 2.018
22 1.91

]30tt 2!12.0.",7 68.848 5.2.',.5 77].1.m/ t_037 111.6tl5 82.YIS 7:1, 23?, 1. ';'_':
3311') 2i3.082 71._21 5.2.5:" 7:_.1261 .(_1381 12.226 871..1¢,¢_ 75.:70 22.2(>2 !._*,_6
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_;cndix B :
Excerpts from Referez_,.c'.e [7] Section 3. 5

JOURNAL OF RESEARCH of the N_fional Bureau of Slandards-A. Physics and Chemic;try

Vol. 74A, No. 1, .taqu,ary-Febfuary 1970

[a-V-T, Thermodynamic and Related Properties of
from the Triple Point to 300 K at Pressures to 33

L. A. Weber**

Institute for Basic Standards, National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, Colorado 80302

(October 14, 1969)

Tilt' re!.P.llis (if IIO', 4/ experinlental p_t_ss_lre-vohinlclt'lllp eralllre [riea_,tllellli-TllS 4in lix_.._li ill e.

pre_ented. '[hi' data rang<" in temperature fron. 5.t In 300 K and in pressure l'r_m 0.1 in allt.ul X3MNtm".
The followln_ properties are labulated f.r .,<elected isnbal'.-', rm,lar v,,!ume, (M_c3O)T. {0P/0T)., in-
ternal energy, enthalpy, entropy, gpeeifie hea_ at constant volume and at constant pressure, and ,tie
veh,¢i "_of stored. Additiona[ tables preeeat the ahoy." properties for saturaied {iquld and .ca[mr. th*.
freezing liquid F'- V-T relationship, and the deriwd J,,_:te-Th,,m_._ 5_(.rs.i,m _ur.'e. N, _, .aim-- for
the critical d_-nsity and triple poinl d'_nsity are pre_ented, and the second and third virial coeffl('ie.ts
are tabulated.

Key words: Densily; enthalpy; entropy: eqdalion of slate; fixed points (PVT); Ji,ule-Tlnimson;

_al:nl heat: inching cur,.e; oxygen: pr_oerties _f fluids: sa, urated liquid and valmr; specific heal;

valmr pressat{ ; velocit':, *Jrsound.

Oxygen
MN/m 2.

List of Symbols and Units

The symb,fi,; and units used here are listed below.
Vahtes ot fixed points and other quantities used here

are given wkere applicable.

1,,' =gas constant; 8.3147 Nm/mol-K (Note:
this value differs b)' less than 1/20000
from the currently accepted best

value.)

p : pressure, MN/mE

]'_,,! = vapor pressure.
/'melt =: ;nehing prcDsule.
p, =critical pressure, 5.043 +- 002 MN/m _.
p, =-triple poim pressure, 152+-6 N/m _.

!' = molar volume, cma/mol.
T =absolute temperature, [elvins Inter-

national Practical Temperature Scale

of 1948 where the triple point of watei
is 273.16 K: below the oxygen boiling

point the NBS 1955 temperature scale
is used.

"Jr,. :: critical temperature, 154.576 :± .010 K.
7", = triple point tempera(are, 54.3507

± .0010K

• lhi_ wi.rk "_'_+_cahr_ed nut at NBS under the aponlh,iship of Itle Nalhi.M Aeranaulies

ar,d _'I','e t-drain's!ration ileadquarters Fund Transfer No. R-06-(_q6-016.

*'l "y,la ni_, Division, Satin,hal Bureau MSlaudatds, Boulc'wr. ,hd_,. 80._)2.
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p
IOc

pt

IDs:il i

,._melt I.

pl

A I

BiT)

C_T)
C,,(T, p)

=boiling point temperature, 90.18 K

(90.188 K on the IPTS 1968 scale).
= density, mol/cm :' = liV.

= critical den,qty. 0.01363 +- .00002
mol/cm a.

=liquid triple point density, 0.04083
_+ .00004 mol/cm :l.

= saturated liqnid density.
= saturated vapor density.

=densily of tile liquid ahmg Ihe liquid-
solid b,undary.

.... a selected density in tile cornt_rcsscd

liquid, 0.028687 mol/cm a.
= generalized coefficients in approxi-

mating equations; numerical values

given in tables.
= second virial coefficient, cnl:ilnlol.

=third virial coefficient, (cma/'nnl)L

_-=heat capacity at constant vldume, j/inol
(,oK ,,,iT) heat capacity ,,f the idt.al gas.

CvIT, p) = heat capacity at constant pies,.;ule,
J/tool K.

Csat =heat capacity of the saturated liquid,
J/tool K.

SiT, P) =entropy, J/tool K.

HiT, P) --:enthalpy, J/mol.
U(T, p) =internal energy. J/tool.
W = velocity of s,tund, m/s.

Molecular

Weight = 31.9988 g.



1. Introduction

The importance of oxygen in the U.S. space program
and the lack of comprehensive and accurate data

f',_r many of its physical properties have led t,, an
extensive research program at the NBS Institute
tot Basic' Standards. The results of part of that pro-
gram are presented here in the form of extensiw_ tables

of P-V-T data and derived thermodynamic properties.
Prior to 1960 there were relatively few measurements

of the P-V-T properties of oxygen at low tempera-
lures. This condition was especially true for the com-

pressed liquid. In 1960 and 1961 Timrot and
Boris_glebskii [1, 2] l and Van ltterbeek and Verheke
[3, 4] published new P-V-T resuhs f,,r tt,e liquid.

However. these results were limited in scope and
there was disagreement in the region in which they
overlapped.

The results of the present investigation c_msist _,f

approximately 1500 P-V-T points at 111 different
densities varying from 0.0047 to 3 times the critical

density. This constitutes approximately tw,_-thirds of
all the I'-V-T data published for _xygen.

The data range from the triple point temperature
to 3(10 K for the high densities and from 85 K to 300 K
for the low (subcritical) density points. The data range

in pressure up to about 33 MN/m'-'.
The highest and lowest density data were repre-

sented hy two analytic surfaces while the intermediate
densities were fitted to a large number of isotherm

polynomials. Second and third virial coefficients were
extracted from the low density data.

This representation of the P-V-T surface together

with the specific heat of the ideal gas [5[ allowed the
calculation of thermodynamic properties of the gas

at temperatures below critical and of all densities at
temperatures above critical. Thermodynamic calcula-

tions for the compressed liquid at subcritical tempera
tures made use of additional data in the fl,rm ,,f new

experimental determinations of the heat ('apacity at

constant wdume [6] and heat capacity of the saturated
liquid [7] from this laboratory.

The properties calculated using this smoothed sur-

face are compared with some of the P-V T and
thermodynamic property data from the literature.

Due to limitations of space only skeleton tables of

thermodynamic properties are presented here. A
more complete set of tables will be issued as NBS
Tech. Note 384.

2. Experimental P-V-T Measurements

2.1. Apparatus

The cryostat designed and described by (,oodwin
[81 was used with minor modifications. These modifica-
tions are listed below in terms of the nomenclature

used in reference [8]. Early vapor pressure measure-
ments yielded results which were lower than published

values by 4000 to 6000 N/m 2. indicating the presence

J I"igure_ in brackels indiJ'ale Ihe literature referen_eA al the end ot thi,_ pttper

of a (',,ld sp,)t in the >lainless steel transit!_,n ('apiHary
which etmnects the sample h-lder t,_ the t_,p of the

cry_pstat. Jacketing the ,'apillary with _ in t)D copper
tubing rem_ved this difficuh). For the high tempera-
ture (T>!,5(I K) lmrtion of the measurements the
shield, shown in figure 2 of reference lal, was replaced
with one that completely surr,,unded the sample i)(,hh,r
thereby reducing heat h_ssts to the ,'old walk. F,_r

measurements above 200 K the only refrigerant used

was the liquid nitr<_gen in the ,Jpen dewar surrmmdin+
the eryoslat. The q_il ,_peratcd dead-weight gage pres-
sure measuring system was modified, as shown in
figure ] here. fi_r safpt_. "l'w4_ null pressure detect,_rs

were used. The first separated the oil in the gage front
art intermediate nitrogen gas system. The see_,nd

separated the nitrogen t'r_m_ the oxygen sample. Thus
in the event of a diaphragm failure there was n,_ t'han(.e

of high pressure c,xy_zen coming in contract with the oil.

With practice the tw_>-dial,hragm ';_stem ¢_ouht be
operated with as much sensitivity as the _me diaphragm

system in reference I_1. All external capillary lines.
valves, and gages were cleaned by flushing with liql,id
Frcon. Repairs t(_ several ,ff the glass flasks in the
gascmeter system necessitated reealibration t)t lhese
w)lumes. The I-liter flask, which was the p=imary
standard of volume, was calibrated by weighing with

water and agreed with the t_riginal calibrati,m by Good-
win [8] to within 0.(12 percent. The 2- and 6-1tier flasks

were calibrated by h_th water weighing and by gas

expansion from the l-liter flask. These two independent
determinations agreed to better than (me part in ten
thousand in each case. The 21-liter flask was calibrated

by gas expansi,m only. wilt) an estimated uncertainty

of 0.04 pert'ent. The w_lume of the sample h,_ldcr was
recalihrated hy gas expansi,m into the 1- and 2-liter
flasks. The w_h, me ,,brained was 25.8521t).015 cm :_

in good agreement with the earlier measurements, b._
weighing with water, of reference [8J.

The relationship used r,_ calculate the elastic

stretching _1 the sample h,dder due t_ prvssure was

modified to et_rrespond more (Iosely to experimental
results on similar thick walled vessels Igi. Thus.
eq I5.2-7] of reference [8i was modified t,, bee,,me

_*//,= 1 + a II -4-4.35.10 -" TII'. (li

with a=2.3 x 10 -s m_/MN. This modificati,,u ('hanged
the calculated densities by t1./)4 percent at 30 MN/m".

A quartz bourdon gage with a sensitivity ,,f 7 N/tn "_
was used to measure the pressure it) the gasometer
flasks for the density determinations.

The estimated relative error in the measured pres-
sures is 0.01 percent, increasing somewhat at the lower

pressures. Corrections were made for the hydr_)static
pressure of the oxygen in the capillaries, which often
amounted to several thousandths of a MN/m e. Tem-

perature readings ma_ deviate from the therm(maeter

calibration by 2 millidegrees at 50 K. increasing to
28 millidegrees at 3t)!1 K. due to the speciflcali,ms of
the potentiometer used. The uncertainly (d' the calibra-

tion itself is probably less than 0.002 K. T,, this must
be added the deviations of the International Practical
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'/e" in System 2 M-Micromet.r Needle Volve i ;

3/16" in System I , except where noted. R,Rellef Valve, 660p11; L__]

Check Volve N_trogen

Cylinder

Temperature Scab_' t1948) from the therm,_dvnamie
,_ t.q;er,_ture scab', perhaps as muc], as 0.1)4 K. With

_'|_i_ ;ll'tpala|llS, however, temperalt]res art. rel)ro-

.. a,,': ,,,' _,i_hir, I millidegree_ .. Unc.ertaint) in lhe

den:4ly determinations is estimated at 0.1 percent
t',)r low pressures, increasing to 0.14 percent at the
highest pressures. A preeision of the order of 0.025

percent in density has been realized.
The samples used came from commercially available

or!in(let's (,f ultra pure ,)xygen with a nominal purity
of 99.99 percent and were passed through a molecular

sieve trap at 76 K to remove water.

2.2 The Data

The measuring technique used here is tl,c modified
Reichsanstah method deseribed by Goodwitl [81.

Th,. data were taken along experimental pseudo-
isochores, t,ereafter referred to as runs. Due to the

pre_qsely reprodueihle nature of the temperature

(._,nlr4.)l system, data on the various runs were meas-
ured at the same temperatures and therefore, e(mht

be rearranged into isotherms at the conclusion of the

experimental work. Data were taken at integral tem-
peratures with 2 K spacing from 56 K to 160 K. 5 K
_,pacing from 160 K to 200 K. and 10 K spacing from
200 K to 300 K. In the low density gas phase a 5 K

..,paten;2: was used belween 85 K and 150 K.
}".r e,mvenienee the data may be divided chr,,no-

h,gically into four series. Table 1 shows the distrihution
,,f Ihe data between tile series. Between Series 1

and II certain changes were made in the apparatus
which necessitated recalibration of some of the

_Mutnes cxl,.rual to the cryostat. Between Series II
and !11 the apparatus _as moved to a new building
and ntost ,,f the external volumes were rebuih. Series
1_,' differed fr.nt the others by the way in which the

density and pressure were determined.
The data were checked for systematic: deviations

hetweee Series I, II, and III in the following way. Iso-

a imfm polynomials were fitted to the data in the regions
.,here the data of different series overlapped. The

deviations of all points in a series, expressed as percent

1
11

Ill
IV

error in density, were averaged. The resuhs sh,,wed

that tile internal precision within each series was good
!0.015 t. 0.025 percent'_. However. while Series I and

Ill were in agreement, the data of Series 11 differed

systematically hy an average ,d" 0.066 pereen! it, den-
sity. Tile origin of this difference is not clear, th_wew'r.
sinee the smoothness ,)f the P-V-T surfa¢'e is ,,|' ut-

most importance in the eal<'ulati,m ,)t lhcrnm<lynandc

properties, the densities of the data <,f Series 11 were
arbitrarily mnhiplied by 1.00066. This differetwc falls
within the estimated overall ut_certaint._ of the data.

Series IV consisted of data in the ver_ h,w density

{0.0047 _ p/p,. :_- 0.141 gas phase between 85 K and 150
K. Pressures were nleasured with a quartz h,mr, hm

gage. Densities were too low tot the use of the gasom-
eter and were extracted from tile measured pressure
at 160 K, using virial coeftieients ,d_tained fr,,m lit,.
data of Series I1 and II1.

The single-phase experimental P-V-T data are

presented in table 2. The column laheled "IDENT"
contains the identification number ,d each p,dnt. The
first two or three digits are the number _1 the run t_r

experimental isoclmre and the lasl two are the number
of the point. The entries in runs 132 and 133 which
contain no value for the density are pressures meas-

ured on the melting curve. In addition some pressures
were measured along the vapor pressure curw,. They

are given in table 3 and were used mainly as a cheek
on the valmr pressure eurve taken from tile literature.
Because of the rather large vertical dimensi,ms of thv

apparatus no attempt was made to lake dala in clm;e

proximity to the critical point.
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H(T, pi=HiT, p,)+J [P-TN_P,_T),,]/O2dp
Pu

+PIT, O)/p-P(T, p,)/p,, (20)

fl
S(T. p)--S(T, p,)-- [(aP/aT),,/p'Z]dp, i21)

h

Tf;C,.(T, p)=C,,(T, p,) -- [ (O2P/OTz),,Ip=']dp.
)+ (22)

For the compressed liquid at temperatures less than
128 K the properties oi the saturated liquid at 128 K

(P--Pal serve as the starting point+ First the changes
with temperature are computed ahmg the saturation
line:

H ( T, p_+./) = H ( 128, p_.tl )

fr f/,_.,(r)+ C_.tdT+ (l/p_,j)dP,
12_ 'sat(12X)

T
S(T, p_.t, )=S(128. P_.t, )+ (C_.,/T)dT,

(241

and

C,,(T, p,.,, ) =Cs,,t(T) + T__ ( d[.)satt.] ((_e']

p_..,+\-_f-] ,,_7i'/;, +25_

Next the isothermal changes are computed using eqs

(20, 21, 22) and substituting p_.t,(T) in place of p,.
The internal energy and heat capacity at constant

pressure are computed from

and

U(T. p)=H(T, o)-P/o.

C,,(T, p) =C,,(T, p) + (Tip _) (OP/aT)_I(#Plap)r.
(27)

TABLE 13. _herm_nt_n_tmi+lJr_qJertie_q/._enon/hes_lturati.nb,,u.datie_.*

--i ...... /_( / .......

K [ MN/m r [ ( m:'/m.I J/m,4 MN/m:-K Jlmnl J/m,4

............. ] -

543507 0.00015 [ 2449 28792 3.945 -6189.6 -6189.6

54,3507 0.00015 [ 297481907 452 0 000 11200 15718

56 000025 2463 28001 3849 -61C17 -61017

56 0.00025 1876345.27 465 0.0000 i154.2 16197

58 0,00043 2480 27058 3736 -59952 -5995 2

58 000043 111192572 48P 00000 1195 6 1677 6

60 0,00073 2497 26134 3 S24 -5888.7 -58887

60 0,00073 683074.11 498 0.0000 12370 17355

I

62 0.00119 2514 25228 3516 -57822 -5782 2

67 0.00119 433699 56 514 0 0000 12782 1793 2

64 000187 2532 24341 3410 -56757 -5675.6

64 0 00187 28382173 530 0 0000 13193 1850 6

Tw,..ther quantitie_ have been ,:ah'ulaled. The

velocity of so,md. _', is ¢i,, e, 1,5' tIl+. reiati,m

/f':-( tC_,/C, ) (aP/i,p)_) '''_ (281

and the Joule-Tht,ms,m inversion curve may be defined
by the locus of points v, here

T(a PIo T),, = p _a P/a O ) .,. (29)

3.2. Results

Tables 13 and 14 present the resi,lts (.f all calcula-

tions on the saturation boundary and on selected iso-
bars respectively. The terms is.chore and isotherm

derivative refer t(, (#P/IJT),, and OP/Op)'I respectively.

The derived Joute-Thom,.on inversion curve is given
in table 15. whet... _P is the uncertainty in the inversion
pressure calculated from an ass_lnlrd 1 percent err+,r

(23) in either the isotherm or the isoch<,re derivat_vo.

Figure 5 ilhastrates the variation of C, with t,:mpera-
ture along sever:d is-bars, and Figure 6 shov, s the

variation .t C, with density ahmg several isotherms.

3.3. Estimate of Uncertainties in the Derived Properties

Probably the best estimate of the uncertainties in

the derived properties is obtained through eomparis.ns
with experimental values |'or these properties published
in the literature. Unfortunately, these measurements
are often eilher nonexistent or limited in scope.

Because .f the rather roundab.u+ process, detailed

it, section 3.1. used to obtain the enthalpy of the liquid.
it is desirable to make a comparis.n with liqui<t
entha]pies obtained by other methods. "l'hi_ i_ best

done by comparing heats of vaporization from various
(26) aources, in table 16, Here the second c.lumn is the

difference between the enthalpies of the vapor and
liquid states taken from table 13. while c.lumn four
contains the change in entha]py calculated using the

Clapeyron equation. The values from rehwence [I I I

Enlr,)p_, (',

Jtr,,,,I-K I/,n.[ K

f
67 O0 35 65

209 44 20 81

68 59 35 29

206 23 20 81

70 46 34 86

202 60 20 81

72 27 34 45

199 26 20 81

74 O[ 34 06

196 16 20 82

75 70 33 67

193 29 20 82

" F
e

t' ! V,.I .f
i

'4,,und

Iino.K ! m/.
+

55 27 1159

29 13 141

53 26 1149

29 13 143

53 25 1136

29 14 145

53 25 1124

29 15 148

53 26 Iii0

29 ]6 150

53 27 1097

23 18 152
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7'

k

66

66

68

68

70

70

"'2

'72

74

74

76

76

78

78

80

£0

82

82

84

84

86

86

88

88

90

90

92

72

94

94

96

96

98

98

100

100

10 o

102

104

104

106

106

108

108

110

110

" 1

I' ] I ¸

MNh.' I Cm'lm,,l

t
000287 25 50

000287 190960.14

000428 25 69

0 00428 131788 10

000623 25 87

0 00623 93094.99

000886 26 07

0 00886 67181 69

0 01236 2626

001236 4944013

001691 2647

0 01691 37043 15

0 02273 26 67

0 02273 2821579

0 03006 2688

0 03006 21819 46

0 03918 27 i0

0 03918 ]710905

0 05036 27 32

0 05036 1358775

0 06391 27 55

006391 10918 43

008015 27 78

0 08015 8868 59

0 09943 28 02

0 09943 7275 38

0 ]2210 28 27

0 12210 6023 11

0 14852 2852

0 14852 5028 47

0 17909 28 79

0 17909 4230 71

021420 2906

021420 3585 O0

0 25425 2934

0 25425 305786

0.29965 2963

029965 2624 08

035083 29 93

035083 226442

0 40822 3024

040822 196412

047226 3057

0.47226 171170

G54339 3090

0 54339 149821

,'_p .ii, ),

]/m,,t

23471

546

22619

562

21784

577

20966

592

20164

607

19379

621

! 18610

i, 654

1785V

647

1'7119

669

16397

670

15689

680

14997

890

14319

698

13655

706

13005

712

12370

717

11748

721

11139

723

10544

724

9961

724

9392

722

8836

7]9

8292

714

MNIr. :-k

3 306

0.0000

3,205

0.0001

3 106

00001

3 009

0.000!

2914

00002

2 822

0 0002

2 732

00003

2644

0 0004

2 557

0 0005

2 475

0 0006

2 391

0 0008

2311

00910

2 232

0 0012

2156

0 0014

2 081

00017

2 008

0.0021

1 936

00024

I 866

0_0029

1797

0 0034

1731

O004O

1.665

0 0046

1.601

00053

1 538

00062

Inl,qnal lI<.,.r_ _

.ltm,.I. l

5569 1

1360 2

54625

14009

5355 9

1441 2

5249 2

1481 2

-5142 4

]t20 8

5055 5

1560 C

4928 5

1598 5

-4821 3

16365

-4714 0

16738

4606 6

1710 3

-4498 9

1745 9

4391 0

1780 q

4282 8

J814 5

-41744

1847 2

4O65 7

1878 8

39_566

1909 2

3847 1

1938 2

3737.2

1966 0

-3626.8

19923

3515 8

2017 1

-3404 3

20403

-32921

20618

-31792

2081 5

I<nthall,',

]/.,.4

-55690

1907.7

54624

19645

-5355 7

2020 9

-5248 9

2076 6

-51420

21318

5035 0

21862

-4927 9

223") 8

4820 5

2292 5

47130

23441

4605 2

2394 5

-4497 1

2443 7

-4388 8

249I 5

-4280 1

2537<)

41710

2582 6

4061 4

2625 6

5'9514

2666

3840!1

2796 2

3729 7

2743 4

-3617 9

2778 6

-35053

2811.5

33920

2842]

3277 7

28701

:5162 4

28756

.ltm,4-K

77 34

190 63

78 94

188 16

80 48

185 87

81 98

183 73

83 45

181 74

84 87

179 86

86 26

178 14

87 62

176 51

88 94

174 98

90 24

173 54

9l 50

172 18

92 74

170 90

93 96

169 88

95 15

168 53

96 32

167 43

97 47

166 38

98 60

165 58

99 ?!

164 42

i00 8]

163 49

!01 88

162 60

]02 95

161 74

104 00

160 91

105 03

160 10

C,

J/..,I k

33 30

20 83

32 94

20 84

32 %9

20 85

32 26

20 b7

31 93

20 89

31 61

20 91

31:51

20 '35

;51 dl

20 _8

30 73

21 03

30 45

2] 08

30 18

21 i3

29 92

21 20

29 67

21 28

29 42

21 36

29 18

21 45

28 95

21 56

:>8 73

21 68

28 5_

21 80

28 30

21 94

28 10

22 09

27 90

22 26

27 71

22 44

27 52

_2 63

(

]t,,.d K

5329

2921

53 31

2925

53 34

29 30

53 38

29 35

53 47

29 43

53,49

29 51

55 56

29 62

53 64

29 74

53 73

2989

53 84

3006

53 96

302S

54 10

30 49

54 26

30 74

54 44

31 04

54 64

3!37

54 87

31 73

5513

32]4

5542

32 80

55 74

33 I]

56 i0

33 68

D6 51

34 30

5596

34 99

5747

3576

Vel .I

_(,11ii1|

1083

155

i070

157

1056

159

1041

161

1027

163

1012

165

997

307

982

189

967

17]

952

173

936

174

921

176

9O5

178

889

] 79

180

856

182

839

183

823

184

806

]85

786

186

771

i67

753

18v

736

188
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TABL_ 13.

K

112

112

114

114

116

118

118

120

i20

122

122

_24

124

126

126

128

128

130

]30

132

132

134

134

136

136

138

138

140

140

142

142

144

144

146

146

148

150

150

152

152

154

154

154 576

154576

P

MN/m:

0.62207
062207

0.70876

0.70876

0.80391

0.80391

090801

090801

1.0215

1 0215

1.1450

1.1450

1.2788

12788

1.4236

1.4236

1 5797

15797

1.7478

1.7478

1.9284

i_9284

21219

21219

23291
2.3291

2.5504

25504

2.7866
27866

3.0383

3_0383

33064
3.3064

35918
3.5918

38955

3.8955

4.2190
4.2190

4.5638

45638

4 9320

4 9320

5 0427

50427

cm 7m.I

31.26
1316.57

31.63

1161.16

32,02
1027.49

3242

91195

32,85
811.59

33,31

724.02

33.79
647.27

34.31

579.72

34,86

520 03

35.45
46705

3609

419.84

36.79

377.60

37.55

339.63

3840

305.34

39.35

27421

40,43

245,75

41.68

21953

43.17

195.08

4499

17189

47.38

14913

5090
126.20

58 46

97.80

73.37

7337

Thermodyn.mic properties of oxygen on the saturation boundarie_.*-Continued

(M' I

Jtm.I

7761

7O8

7242

7OO

6736

690

6242

678

5760

664

5292

649

4836
631

4394

612

3965

59O

3686
565

3314

538

2849

509

2472

478

2100

443

1745

406

1419

365

1124

32O

875

270

613

215

391

153

194

84

26

17

MN/mZ.K

1 . 476

0 .0071

i ,415

0. 0081

1. 356

0 0093

1 . 297

0 0106

1 .239
0. 0120

1 182

0.0137

i, 126

0 0155

1 07O

0 0176

1.015

0 0199

0. 987

0 0224

0 924

0 0254

0 868

0. 0287

0.811

0 0324

0,752

0 0368

0. 696

0 0418

0 640
0 0476

0. 589

0 0545

0 532

0 0630

0. 476
0 0737

0.419

0 0881

0 353
O. 109

0. 267
0 149

0. 200

0. 200

Internal

Energy

J/mol

-3065.5

2099.4

-2950.9
2115.2

-2835.2

2129,0

-2718 5

2140 6

- 2600 5

2149 8

-2481 1
2156.4

-2360.1
2160 3

-2237.3
2161 2

-21124

21588

-1984.8

2153 0

- 1853.9
2143.1

-1719.9

2128.8

-1582.5

2109.4

-1441.1

2084 2

-12950

2052.0

-11430
20113

-983 4

1959.8

-813.9

1894.0

-630 4

1807.8

-425.1

1688.2

- 179.5

1512 3

200.0
1165.1

662 3
662 3

..... I .....

Enthalpy Ent..py

J/m,,I J/mot-K

-30460 106.06
29184 159 31

-29285 10708

2938.2 158.53

-28095 10809
2955.0 15778

-2689.1 109.09
2968.6 157 03

-2566.9 11008

2978.8 156 30

-2442 9 11107

29854 15557

-23168 i12.06

2988 0 154.85

-21884 I13.05

29864 154 12

-20573 11404

2980.3 153 40

-1922 9 115 03

2969.3 152 68

-1784.3 11604

29527 15194

-1641 8 I17 06

2930.0 151 19

-14950 118.09

29005 i 15042

-1343.2 11914

28629 149.63

-i185.4 120 21

2816.1 148 80

-1020.1 121 31

2757.9 147 92

-8456 12245
26856 146 98

-6589 123.66

25947 145 95

-4552 12495

2477.4 14477

-225.2 126.39

23174 14335

527 I 12812[

20882 141 52

4884 j 13084 /

16475 13837

1032.2 I 134.32 [

1o32.2[_ i_
"The first ..nlrv f.r each lemp_rature refers t,p _he liquid I)ha_

C,

J/mol-K

27.34

2283

2716

2305

26 99

23.28

2683

2352

2667
2378

26 53

24 06

26 39

24 35

26 26

24 65

26 15

24 97

26 60

25 31

26 48

25 68

26 37
26 06

26.30
2647

26.30

26 90

26 38
2738

2652

2789

26.73
28 48

27.06

2914

2754

2995

28.28

3101

29.94

3336

3330

37 02

B-6

C,, VeL of

S,,und

J/moI-K m/s

58 05 718

36 61 188

58.70 699
37 55 189

59.43 681

38.59 189

60.25 662

39_ 75 189

61 19 643

41 . 04 i 189

62.27 623

42.49 189

63 49 603
44.13 189

64.91 583

45 99 189

66 56 562

48.12 188

69.77 550
50.60 188

70.79 526

53.48 187

74.38 501

56,90 186

77.32 477

61 03 ! 186

81.14 450

66.14 185

86.51 423

72 63 183

93.59 396
81 18 182

103.86 369
93 04 181

114 99 341

I I0 71 179

138 37 310

140 18 177

179.31 278

200.53 176

373.23 171

1478.52 190

1962 81 167



V

ii-,,..,...i.,.
62 24 48

64 2483

66 2478

68 2493

q0 2508

72 2524

74 25 39

76 25 55

78 25 ?1

80 25 88

82 2604

84 26 21

86 26 58

88 26 55 1

9O 26 73 I
26 91 I92

94 27 09

96 27 27

98 27 46

100 2764

102 27 84 1
104 28 03

106 28 23

108 28 43

110 29 64

112 28 85

114 29 06 '

116 2928

118 29 50

120 29 73

122 2996124 3020

126 3044

128 3069
130 30 34

[32 3120

134 31 46

136 31 73

138 32 Ol

140 32.29

142 32 58

144 32.87

146 33 18

148 33 49

150 3382

152 3414

154 3448

156 3488

158 35 18

160 35.54

165 3649

170 37 51

175 38.59

18o 59 74

185 4097

190 42 27

195 43 65

200 4511

210 4826

220 51.68

230 5528

240 59 05

250 ] 6288

260 6677

270 70.67

280 74,57

290 7844

300 8228

TABLE 14. Thermodynamic tnopelties of oa_gen (](.,.Inulel]

:_1 MN/m _ isobar

Jt._md I MNtm_.K Jtmol Jlm.I Jim,, K 1
524o41 8970i -61359 -54[0 8 I 6788E
_1 3955f -61218 -53962 6613i
31406, 3847 [ -60217 -5291 7 69 90 :

i

30551 [ 3742 -5921 8 51574 7161 I

29714! 3 640 -5822 0 50832 73 26 I

28897 3 540 -5722 4 49792 74 86 I

28098 3 442 -5623 i -4875 3 76 4]

27316 3 347 -5523 9 -4771 5 77 92

26553 3 255 -5424 9 -4667 B 79 38

25807 3165 5326 0 -4564 3 80 80

25078 3 077 52274 -44608 82 18

24365 2 991 -5128 9 -4357 5 83 52

23670 2908 -5030 6 42543 8482

22991

2232_/

21680

2104'7

20430

198215

19240

18667

18108 I
17562

17030

16511

16005

15512

1503i

14562

14105

13660

12804

13227

12393 111992

11602 I
11223

10917

10519

10272

9873

9515

91_4

8878

8523 i

8180

7933

7660 !

7398

7145

6844

6674

6372

5863

5402

4974

4569

4233

3927

3665

3431

3696

2888

2741 1

2693 I
2692 I

2701 I

2745 I
2816

28U8

3005

2 827

2748

2671

2.597

2 524

2454

2385

2 3]9

2 754

2 [gt

2 IZI

2 072

2 014

i 969

1905

1853

1803

l 754

1706

1660

1616

1573

1 532

1 491

i 450

1 407

1 389

1 33'7

1297

1265

1233

I 168

1 158

1 127

i 090

1.053

1035

09967

09615

0 9238

08693

08055

07465

0 6894

0 6380

05910

0 5471

0 5076

0 4379

03794

03333

0,2948

02627

0 2367

02148

0 1970

01819

01690

49325

-4834 6

-47368

4639 2

454[ 8

4444 5

4347.4

4250 5

4153 7

4057 i

-3960 7

38644

-3768 3

-36724

-35766

3481 0

-3385 5

3290 2

-3195 0

3100 0

-30052

-29105

-2816 0

27216

-26261

-2530 7

2434 4

2358 '9

2243 3

214_ 5

2051 3

-1956 3

i860 2

-17839

I668 0

1572 4

14764

_1380 8

-1285 2

-1190 3

9486

-7073

-466 3

2261

133

2612

486 6

718.8

11727

16102

20290

24298

2809 8

31708

3514 9

38445

4160

4464 0

-4151 2 8_; i0

-4048 3 87 34

3945 4 88 55

3842 6 89 73

3739 9 90 88

-3631 3 9201

-35348 93 11

3432 4 94 19

3330 [ 95 25

3227¸8 96 28

-3125 6 97 29

-3023 5 98 28

2921 4 99 26

-2819 4 i00 21

-2717 4 i01 14

-2615 5 102 06

2513¸6 ]02¸97

2411 7 103¸85

2309¸9 I04 72

-2208 [ 105 58

-2106 3 106 42 27 77

-2004 5 107 25 27 50

-19027 108 06 27 21

-1801 0 108 86 26 90

1697 9 109 66 27 43

-1594 8 II0 45 27 35

-1490 5 _iI 23 27 26

138'! Q 11200 27 17

!283 I i12 76 2? 07

-1178 8 113 51 2697

!073 _ i14 25 26 86

970 1 114 98 26 76

864 9 115 70 26 64

-759 1 116 42 26 52

653 5 117 13 26 40

548 1 117 83 26 27

-4419 11852 26 14

336 0 i19 21 26 Ol

-2297 I19 88 25 90

124 1 120 55 26 41

148 5 122 21 25 99

418 0 123 83 25 86

691 5 !25 42 25 79

966 i 126 97 25 69

1242 3 12848 25 54

15193 12996 25 34

1796 i 131 40 2510

20722 132 79 24 81

2620.6 13547 2431

31600 13798 23 98

36874 140 32 23 68

42012 142 51 2345

4696.3 14455 2_22

5173.8 14641 22 97

56350 148 15 22 71

6081 3 149 77 22 46

65136 [51 29 2223

6932 3 !52 71 2200

.................. L ......

35 87 52 27

35 82 52 26

35 45 52 19

35 09 52 12

34 75 52 05

34 42 51 99

34 11 51 92

33 80 51 86

33 51 51 80

33 22 51 74

32 95 51 68

32 68 51 62

_2 43 51 56

32 J8 5_ 51

31 94 51 45

31 7} 51 4_

31 48 51 '6

ZI 26 ..51 3_
31 04 5! 25

50 83 51 22

30 62 51 18

30 42 51 15

30 21 51 Ii

30 Ol 51 08

29 61 5i 05

29 6! 5! 02

29 40 51 O0

29 !9 50 9_

28 97 50 93

28 75 53 73

28 52 50 91

28 29 _6 90

28 04 i 50 88

50 86

50 83

50 81

50 79

51 41

51 53

52 19

5! 96

52 08

52 34

52 69

51 68

52 98

53 19

55 05

52 82

53 59

53 48

52 99

53 47

54 32

54 59

54 98

5b 26

55 40

55 54

55 44

55 38

54 60

53 24

52 16

50 46

48 56

47 02

45 _7

43 93

42 5,5

41 30

',el ,,f

5,.u..d

rot,

1215

1213

1202

1191

]17'9

1168

1156

_144

1133

I121

1109

1097

1085

1072

1060

1048

1036

!024

1032

999

987

9"/5

964

952

940

926

917

906

995

864

873

662

852

£42

832

823

814

8O0

787

784

768

756

746

736

713

705

693

682

677

663

653

635

6]9

597

576

554

536

519

5O3

489

466

448

434

426

42O

418

4_4

41_

417

420
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APPENDIX C: Preliminary Proposal: The,-nlodyzlamic Property Measurements

on Compressed Gaseous and I,i¢luid Helium

Helium is a fluid with physical properties such as a very low boiling point and low

solubility in other fluids which make it tmique for many aerospace applications. There is

also a promising future for devices and systems which operate at low temperatures attain-

able with helium refrigeration. The acceptance of applications involving helium is

currently limited more by economic considerations rather than technical practicality.

One of the most important factors in achieving a more favorable economic situation is

the availability of accurate wide-range engineering design data for compressed gaseous

and liquid helium. It is apparent that there are serious uncertainties in the best avail-

able thermodynamic property data for heIium _" and that these uncertainties must be

significantly reduced to obtain optimum efficiency and economy required for anticipated

developments in heIium technology.

Extensive thermodynamic property data for compressed gaseo_,s and lSquid

helimn-4 were firs_ computed by D. B. Mann of the NBS Cryogenics Division in 1962 [1,Z].

He tabulated derived values of the density, enthalpy, entropy and internal energy at tem-

peratures between 3 and 300 K and pressures to t00 atm. R. D. McCarty of the NBS

Cryogenics Division has recently completed a more extensive and accurate correlation of

helium thermodynamic property data in the temperature range Z-1500 K at pressures to

1000 arm [3]. McCarty's report includes tabulations of the specific heats and sound

w_locities as well as properties of the liquid and vapor at equilibrium. His work incor-

porates significant improvements in equation of state and property data analysis in

addition to several important sets of property measurements which have become available

since D. B. Mann's report. The PVT data of HiI1 and Lounasmaa[4] are the basis for

both correlations in the compressed fluid region.

McCarty_s property tables are limited by some important remaining gaps and in-

consistencies in the measurements. Among the most important of these are:

l) uncertainties in the temperature scale: Most previous measurements have been

made on poorly documented temperature scales or on the erroneous helium vapor

pressure scale which extends only to helium critical temperature.

Z) irreconcilable inconsistencies between the PVT data of Hill and Lounasmaa [4]

and the liquid-vapor equilibrium property data of all other workers.

3) irreconcilable inconsistencies between the compressed fluid PVT data of Hill

and Lounasmaa and the compressed fluid PVT data of Giassford and Smith [5] in

See "Need for New Experimental Measurements" in Section Z. 6 Item F describing the

task on "Correlation of the Thermodynamic Properties of Helium '1.
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the region of overlap.

4) a complete gap in the existing data at temperatures between Z0 and 70 K at

pressures to 1000 atm.

In 1970 the NBS Cryogenics Division initiated an experimental program to remedy

all of the most important deficiencies noted above. The goal of this program is to provide

the accurate closely-spaced PVT and specific heat (Cv) measurements needed for engineer-

ing design calculations in the most important temperature and pressure ranges (Z-70 K

at pressures to 350 atm). This is a particularly opportune time to perform such mea-

surements because of the following factors:

1. The availability of germanium and platinum resistance thermometers calibrated

on the new NBS acoustical thermometer scale [6] at temperatures below Z0 K and

on the IPTS-68 scale [7] at temperatures above 13.8 K. These scales are now

well documented and are much closer to the '_thermodynamic temperature scale"

than previous practical temperature scales.

Z. Extensive development of methods for accurate property measurements and

thermodynamic property analysis at the NBS Cryogenics and Heat Divisions [8-[3].

This program was supported initially by a one year contract with the NASA Office

of Advanced Research and Technology (R-46 Contract). OART support for this under-

taking expired November 1, 1970. During the year, financial support was sought from a

number of agencies:

1. The NASA centers, particularly Marshall Spaceflight Center and Lewis Research Center.

Z. The National Bureau of Standards.

3. The Helium Society and several industrial helium producers.

4. The Atomic Energy Commission was carefully considered but not formally

approached.

Funds have not been forthcoming from any of these agencies. It is hoped that NASA-OART

support will be reconsidered to enable continuation of this most important program.
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Appendix D Bricl 'r0- lt)_ :_:'
Sep,a.. robe r 1970

Q AEC-NASA TECH BRIEF

A|!C-NASA ]ech Bnel'_ annouuce new technolog) d_rlved from the resear,.'h and devdopmenl program of Ihe t;.% &t( ,_r
from AttiC'-NASA interagency efforts. They are issued to encourage _:ommercia] application [ech Bricf_ arc a_ailahh: on ,t

sub_'rtplkm baai_ from the Clearinghouse for [:cdcral S_Utntific and ]ethnical Information, Spi]ngticld. qirgim:l 22151

ReqtlcsD, rot individual ¢opie',, or questlon_, relalillg to the Yech Brief progftlm flit) be directed to the I echllO[O_ _, l JtliWAIIOh

I) ivision. N A SA, ( ode t)T, 'Washington, D.(" 20546.

Uniform Data System Standardize,, Technical Computation,,

and the Purchasing of ('ommerciall_ Important (;a,,c_,

( t/rnlllCrciaJ till(.] (}tl",crlllllCllt tl',er_, Of tV',}gClt, Ili

trt_gCl:, gr_on gild pgrah.',drogcn hast ClIO.KIIllCFud

difficullics in costing, billing, and ordc,-ing ttlesC coln-

illCrciall} illlportant ggsc_, because dil,fcrcnl supplicrs

use slighfl._ diftcrCllt _,aluc, Rir the ph.',sical ltr-pcTtic',

of tile ga.,e_. Inlcgralcd table, ol prL,-,surc. _ohm'w, <lml

IClll[_craturc [or tile _,aturatcd ]iqmd, frnnl the lriplc

point to the critical poilll tlf the I_ascs, have no_', becll

dc,,clopcd Irom ,,ourccs s_,hich are considered to bc tile

best a,,aiktl:flc toda). ]hc tables _,llould benefit both

suppliers and purchasers, engineers gnd ,,cicntiq,

l'.arhcr el,forts to standardize value,, for the phF, ical

propertic_ of these ga,,es included salues of prc,,,,ure,

temperature, density for the normal boiling point

I NBP), and standard temperature and pressure lhc

new table_, glso include g definition of the saturated

liquid cut_c. Numerical _aluc_ differ from tile callicr

selections b} a,, nluch as O. Iq.

The tgblc_ include clltric_ ot integral '_alttes of Ienl-

permute (ill both d%,ree', Kel_hl (K) and tle_zree,.

Rankme (R)), and prc,e, urc in both gtnlospher¢', and

p',ia V,llUnlCs and dellnities in three different unit',

:Hid it dellSit) ratio are tgbulatcd for each cntr N. | ',it-

mate:, of tile uncertablt} of the tabulated dgld are

given. Value,, gre prescnled both in mclrlc and pradi-

cal units. I hc priilcipttl tables are nlerg,,:d into tables

containing even VtliUC-, ill, pressure in both dtnlo _,-

phcrcs and psia and e_,cn values t)f tempcr,lturc ill

both K and R. "Ihc values of dcllSit.,, in these tables

are also presented in terms of (specific) volulllC :.llld in

term-, of at ratio referred to the density at the NBP

Sttpplcrncntal tables give values tlf dcnsit) or volunlc

at one atmosphere near room Lenlpcrgture. .,'X third

set of tables gives the uncertainties in the dais. ltle

parts of the tables s_hich lic in ihc practical rancc ol

pre_surc,_ Ior liquid translcr arc gl>o illu>tratcd ill

k'Otl\Cll{CltI ergphtc,d form lu _uldititul. -,ample p{,4_-

IClIlx arc v,orked tltllto dcniotl,dl;itc the ca_c Iii COill

I',Utmg hilimg,

I'he ad'_antagcs ill u-;inS titc no',', lahlc, incltM, :m

Ioth)_ ing:

l Lath of the COlllpilgli',lll _. _clc,.:Icd prc_ci/l_ a colt

'_iSICIII _.CIof "..shies tlOnl tl sillgJC sotlrLc Ill[ cJch

Ihnd.

2. All g\ailgblc data. in particular the ct_rlcl:ltion c.I

the ,,ngle phase prcssurc-'.oluntc-lcmr_cralurc data

_itJl the saltlrgtion boundgric, and lhc ,.,ipor prc',

,.tire ctlr',,e, ha',,c bCCll COil,ddcrqd. IlOI ttltt_ !he \ title

of the NBP.

3 1-he equations of state, in the lorm of ore/purer

prt)grttnls, tlllt)_ dctclilllllgtiOII of "..;lhlc',, hofll ;it

liquid Icnlpcr:tlurcs ttild tit rOOM lCll/pcraltlrc_,.

4. The cqtlclti'.m', of ",late tlscd r, rcscm g corl-,i-ACilt

SCI Ill" "_<ahlcs fill tile saturation boundal; a', _cll

a_ Ior tile ccmlprcsscd i'luid ,dates 'l,s flt_+\tllClCl

tt.'chllolOP_, intprtJ',c_>, all cxtcM'dt_;] Io lilt Coil]

prcsscd fhlid st:tic _sill become itlll'lcrcitl'_c. Such tl

t.'hailge Call be gccomplist_cd ;_itllotit tl filrlhcr ,ill

jtlMillCnt ill the lltlilleric_ll saJtics.

7Nole:

Rt'quc_,ts for further infornltltitm nlg\ be dircctc'd to:

Tcchnolog', []tili/glion Ol'ficcr

ACt'-NASA .K,pacc Nuclear Propulsion

Office

U.S. Atomic Imcrg) ('tmlnlis>ion

Washington. I). (" 2054s

Reference: BT0-103 l.t
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AEC-NASA Tech Briefs describe innovations resulting from the research and development program
of the U,S. AEC or from AEC-NASA interagency efforts. They are issued to encourage commercial

application. Tech Briefs are published by NASA and ma', be purchased, at 15 cents each, from
the CLearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Inlk_rmation, Springfield, Virginia 221_1.

Thermodynamic Properties of Saturated Liquid Parahydrogen Charted for

Important Temperature Range

59_'a68 R_,32976 _,_.

_r[ r_ r..... /_--_ _ _ .....

Existing temperature-entropy diagrams for parahy-

drogen in or near the saturated liquid statc, specifi-

cally between 29.16 _ and 4248°R, were not adequate

for some applications. At this state the pressure,

density, enthalpy, and quality curves ran so close

together on a normal scale of plotting that it was im-

practical to distinguish one curve from another.
Therefore, to obtain reasonable accuracy in this range,

it was necessary to expand these scale oI]tt) Ja{_.C

ch:.lrts.

l)ata on parahydrogen v,crc developed prc_iousl}

by the National Bureau of Standards. fr,m_ the l'riplc

Point to 100 °K at pressures to 340 atmospheres. I hcsc

data have nov, been reprocesscd, relined, and ex-

panded to create six ne',s entropy dtagram,, _l_i_._

cover the temperature range from 29.16 ° to 42.4_ R

i,,,+tl u,,cd ,,_,,_, ,I,

This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the Alomic liability resulting Irom the u,.e of the inlormalion contained m thi_
Energy Commission and/or the National Aeronautics and Space document, or warrants that Ihe use of an) informalion, apparatus.
Administration. Neither the Untied States Government nor any per- method, or process disclosed in this documetfl ma? not ir_lrlngc pri-

son acting on behalf of the United States Government assumes any _at¢ly owned rights
E-1



(16.2 ° to 23.6°K), with pressures to !1_0 psia (6.8046

atm) and mixtures of the liquid and vapor phases to

0.003 quality.

The six entropy diagrams are contained in: Thermo-

dynamic Charts _1 Saturated Liquid Parahydrogen in

British Units, by R. D. McCarty and H. M. Roder,

NBS Report 9263, Nov. 1966. Copies of this report
are available from:

Technology Utilization Officer

AEC NASA Space Nuclear Propulsion
Office

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

Washington. D.C. 20545

Reference: B67-10346

N otes :

I. The diagrams are prin_,t.d in ocelot, are 19x30

inches in size, and are suitable h3r wall mounting.

2. This information is of particular significance in the

design, analysis, and t_peration of laboratory and

large-scale commercial apparatus using near-satu-

rated liquid hydrogen.

Patent status:

No patent action is contemplated by AEC or
NASA.

Source: R. D. McCarty and H. M. Roder
of the National Bureau of Standards

under contract to

AEC NASA Space Nuclear Propulsit_n Office

(N UC-10018)

Brief 67-10346 Category 03
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